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This thesis examines the construction of the image of the Other and how this image is 
raced and gendered in a travel guide for sex towism. MacGnider Hom is known as The 
Asim Annver Man. He has published a guide demilhg his travels and sexuai exploits in a 
format similar to the one made popuiar by the lnnely Planet or Let's Go series. Unlike 
average travel guides, A Gentlemun's Guide: The Erotic Wornen of Southeast Asia 
advertises itself as "a travd guide for single men." ft provides the reader with detailed 
instructions on how to buy sex, find a wife, or purchase "innocent" women in Thailand, 
Vietnam, and the Philippines. 

This type of sex tourism is not an anomalous by-pduct of the global tourism 
industry; it is an integral part of it. In order to furthec explore the implications of the 
Guide, this tbesis moves from cultural representation to an examination of the social 
structures involved in the emergence of international tourism in the latter half of the 
twentieth century. It focuses on tbe nse of the a i n e  industry and the promotion of 
tourism by Western govements as a '&velopment' scheme for Tbrd World countries. 
This thesis argues that the images contained in the guide and the material relations in 
international tourism are both the consequemes of colonialism and the present stage of 
gîobalization. 
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A feminist theory bumper sticker might Say, 'Noihing is natural - well, aimost 
nothing*. As one lems to look at ihis world through feminist eyes, one lems to 
ask whether anylhing that passes for hievitable, inherenî, 'traditional' or 
biological has in fact been nirrde. Oae hegins to ask how ail sorts of things have 
been made -a treeless landscape, a rifle-wielding plice force, the 'irishman 
joke', an dl-women typing pool. Asking how somthing has been made implies 
that it has been made by someonc. Suddedy there are clues to trace; tbere is also 
blame, credit and nsponsibility to apportion, not just at the start but at each point 
dong the way. (Enloe 1-3) 

A man begins his holiday by boarding a plane at LAX. Tts flight proceeds over the Pacific 

Ocean to a destination in a country in Southeast Asia On the flight, he plans his 

excursion (where he will stay, where he can exchange his traveler's cheques, and what 

sort of experiences are in store for him) with help of a guide book. Once there, he checks 

in to a hotel, takes a long nap, and then goes down to the restaurant to have dinner. Later 

in the eveaing, he takes a taxi to an entertainnient distnct where thece are throngs of men 

like him. He takes a seat in one of the bars, orders a drink and tums his attention to the 

stage. On it, there are women dancing. Lined up and swrrying to the rhythmic sounds and 

flashing lights, each woman wears a nurnber, but this is no pageant, no contest; there are 

no winners and no crowns. Nevertheless, the women on stage are being paraded and they 

are competing, The man singles out one of the womn, pays a fa to the bar manager and 

gas back to his hotel with her where they bargain over a fce for sexual services and then 



cornpletc the transaction. Afterwards, she goes back to the bat and, after a short swim, he 

retum to the district and goes to another bar, or perhaps the same one, in search of 

another woman. 

In the opening quote, Cynthia Enloe presents a challenge to the common sense 

understandings of everyday things. She suggests that what appears to be certain may be 

uncertain and, in fact, made. Beginaing to subvert what, at the outset, seems l i e  such an 

average tounst trip Lies in simply asking a question: how? How is this scene made? What 

makes it possible for such a man fmm that part of the world to be able to buy that ticket 

and gct on that plane and go to mother part of the world? How is it that women's labour 

in the destination country is organized so that prostitution is an option, among few &ers, 

for one's iivelihd? How is this scene framed? In terms of racialized and gendered 

discowse? In terms of globalization, international toucism, Western hegemony and Third 

World 'development*? What are the historicai conditions that make their meeting 

possible and how do they relate to the answers to the above questions? 

In this thesis, 1 am going to discem how the above scene is made thtough a search 

for the clues as to the nature of its manufkcture. There are important elements making up 

this scene that are of central concern to this thesis. One is the willingaess of Western men 

to travtl to foreign destiastions in search of such encounters. Guiding this disposition is 

the belief that women such as the one in the scenc abve are more submissive, available, 

and 'exotic' than the women in their own country. He* interiocking mechanisms of 
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domination, race and sex, work in an intimate nlationship. As journalist and social critic 

Jeremy Seabrook notes, "the whole story of travelling abroad for sex implies that you can 

do things with foreigners that you c a ~ o t  do at home, which a racist assumptionyy (2). In 

this search for sexuai adventun Third Worid women are turned into exotic landscapes. 

They are the sights to be seen and experienced as well as the sites of this scene. 

In order for Western men to act on their perceptions, for discourse to cross witù 

matenal relations, thece n d  to be an infrastnicture that enables this type of travel to 

take place. This element involves a network of industries that make up the international 

tourist Uidustry. The extent of this netwotk is far rcaching. To begin with, the man may 

be enticed to a certain destination by an advertisement in a newspapet, magazine, or bus 

sheiter. He must purchase a plane ticket from a travel agent and then ride a chosen air 

carrier, which cornpetes with a number of others for his business, to mach his intended 

destination. Then there are the services requirwl for his stay: the taxi from the airport, the 

hotel, the restaurant, and the bar just to name a few. This is just one possible strand 

among countless oîhets in a cornplex web. The international towism industry is teliant on 

Tbird World governmcnts' dependency on foreign currency. This dependency is the 

resuit of international apments  brokered by Western governments to maintain global 

hegemony, keeping Third World nations in a mbordinate, but intepl, position. 

These elements are the clues that 1 am going to trace in order to discover the web 

of discursive sûategies and social structures involvecl in racialilah'on and sex tourism. 
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The structure of this thesis is three-fold. Eirst, this thesis loob at the condition of the 

relationship between race and sex at the àawa of the twenty fmt century. it argues that 

the racist and sexist conditions forged throngh colonialization continue to persist. Second, 

this study is an exploration into the relaîionship between social structure and cnlturd 

representation. S i p l y  put, how are discursive constructions p1ayed out materially and 

through social interaction? And conversely, how are structures, such as the tourism 

industry, shaped by perceptions and beliefs about racial and gender ideacity? Thirdly, this 

thesis is deeply concerned with the role of history. Integral to an understanding of how 

something is made is uncovenng the paths that led to its existence. 

Each of the main chapters plays a d e  in the exploration of the issues tbis tbsis 

seeks to explicate. Chapter three is a theoretical discussion that sets out my ontological 

position on the social construction of race and the relatioaship between cultural 

repmentation and social structure. Fmm thete, it moves inta aa examination of Edwd 

Said's On'entaIism and how the West constructed the Orient both discursively and 

materidy. Cenûaî to the colonial project was how it specified both racial and gender 

locatioas. ûac aiticism of Said is his inattention to women in his examination of 

Orientdism. Considering this criticism, I wiii introduce a discussion about the 

intersection of race and gender. Finally, the place of tourism in international politics and 

iîs rdevance to Tbird World 'development' wili be considered. 



Chapters four and five work together as the two sides of tlie cultural 

representation and social sûucture problematic, Here, this thesis mks to move beyoad a 

deconstructionist approach that may stop at simply uncovering the discursive 

constructions that racialize and sexualize women of color wbile constituting white male 

sexuality. While the former chapter explores the signifying ptactices contained in a travel 

guide for sex tourism and its historical antecedents, the latter one sketches a politicai 

economy of intedonal tourism, investigating the structural forces that make sex 

tourism possible. Through this type of approach, I hope to achieve a wider understanding 

of the issues as weil as fleshing out the deeper meaning in the relatioaship between race 

and sex, globalizatioa and sex tourism. 

Chapter four explores the sexualization of race by lookiag at a travel guide that 

has been written for Western men to travel to counûies like the Philippines, Vietnam, 

CamMa, Indonesia, and Thailand to buy sex. What is contained in this guide are 

images and constmctio~s of a sexuaüzed Other, mostly women of color, Some of the 

images that 1 will be describing are quite mundaae; they wiU appear to be trivial and 

mutine. This is often the case with racism and sexism. However, some images wilI 

cleady not be mundane, they wili be quite striking and by the end of tbis thesis I hope 

that more trivial examples seem less like the everyday and more iike the consequences of 

the past. Similar to Vron Ware's argument in "Purity and Danger: Race, Gender and 

Tales of SexTowismW (lm, these images and stenotypes of women of color "appeal 
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to mernories of the long histones of racial slavery and colonialism, which partly accounts 

for theu 'familiar' and 'cornmon-sensicai' force"(134). 

Chapter five outlines the rise of the global towism in the latter part of the 

twentieth century. The two areas i s t  1 will focus on will be the formation of the airliae 

industry and the promotion of tourism as a development schemc in Third Worid 

couutries. The 'fd* of colonialism through the 1960s did not end Westem exploitation of 

the Third World. The growth of the aidine industry fueled the development of 

international tourism. Western govemments and industry sought out new resources and 

markets through old colonial channels as leisure emerged as a major source of global 

commerce. As the airline industry took-off in the 19709 and with the urging of Western 

govemments, Third World nations mmed to tourism as a route to 'development' and 

economic diversification. However, the result was that Third Wodd countries continueci 

to be dependent on the West, putting into question who this development actually 

beneiki. 



This thesis is a qualitative study that employs the unobtnisive methods of textual 

analysis, to examine both textual and non-textual data, and historical analysis. Qualitative 

research has been chosen because of the nature of the topic and the type of informaiion 

required. This type of research enables a flexible approach that facilitates gaining Rch 

and deep data in an exploration of social phenornena. The unobtrusive methods of 

textual and historical analysis are the most appropriate research techniques to examine 

discoutse in the field of represcnîation. The *searcher is able to shidy the actual data 

without disturbing the social environment and ihe research is economicai, in tenns of 

both time and money, and can be carried out tepeatedly (Babbie 1999:2956, Kellehear 

199367). 

For primary data, both primary and secondary sources are utilized for the purpose 

of this thesis. The three main chapters share a reliance on academic texts for the data but 

they also have their own data sets or units of analysis. Chapter two lays the theorecical 

space for thiniting about tbe various issues in the thesis through an engagement with 

theones on race, sex, desire, and tourism. Chapter three examines a primary document, a 

travel guide, through a close reading of the text going beyond the literal level to a criticai 

interpnrtive one. Ln chapter four, a similat appmach is employed to investigate the 



semiotic meanings in a series of print acivertisements that include both text and non-text 

data and are taken from a major ncws magazine. 

The second method employed in this research is historical analysis. This type of 

research enables ta paint a broader picture of a phenornena tbrough an examination of 

change or continuity over time. An historical appmach "combines a sensitivity to specific 

historical or culturai contexts with theriretical genedizations" (Neuman 1m3ûû). 1 

intend in this thesis to sketch a history of the present in chapters three and four. 1 m m  a 

sketch in the sense that the size of this tbesis firnits the extent to which 1 can develop a 

historical understanding of the present which will also limit the depth of empirical 

excavating 1 can undettake. Because of this, 1 wiil have to rely on secondary sources. By 

a histor): of the present, 1 am teferring to the way in which Foucault ernploys a historical 

approach to social research. 

In Discipline and Punish, Michel Foucault explains how history can be utilized to 

make sense of c m n t  problems. He draws a distinction between writing history for the 

sake of the past, and writing history to understand who and where we are in the present. 

Like Foucault, 1 am not interestcd in history for histocy's sake. That is, 1 am not simply 

interested in "writing a history of the p s t  in tems of the present" (Foucault lm3 1). 

The type of history that he proposes is d e d  genealagy. Genealogy urges us to not look 

for the origins of a pmblem (in the case of my own research: the descent of the 

intersection of race and sex ami the rise of globaI tourism and sex tourism) but ta seek out 
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the disjointed paîhs, the intricate ways in which the weight of the pst has been brought 

to bare on the present. 

Even though the social wodd will not be disturbed, the issue of refiexivity is of 

concem. 1 have been open to re-evaluation of the taken for granted assmptions that 1 

hold as a social researcher about such issues as race, sex, western men iike the author of 

the tnivel guide, etc. Textual analysis allows questions around these issues to b~ re- 

examined and the firidiigs re-checked which cannot be carried out as easily in other 

research methods. The researcher is concernai with assuring quaiity which will increase 

reliability. 

There are a couple of issues that relate to questions of validity that are not easily 

separated from ethical concerns. One wây that C wiU try to increase validity is through the 

distribution of my findings and analysis to a combiiation of pers  and professors in 

different disciplines. Another issue is my place in this research. My role as a reseiucher is 

not objective as 1 occupy a subjective position that is integral to this research. My 

position in society is an infiuence on how 1 see tbis work and poses limitations as weii as 

bendlts. Being socialized in a racist and sexist society, 1 am a middle class, white, 

heterosexual male which is in a posiiion of historical dominance. Studying sexuality and 

sex tourism has meant examining material that ranges fmm suggestive to pomographic. 

My reaction to this material cm best be describeci as ambivalent; that is, 1 have been 

mostly rcpulsed, and at times titiüatad Whatthis means is that 1 am the audience tbat, for 
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instance, the Gentleman 's Guide is airned at. Instead of being a passive recipient, 1 am 

seeking to 'taik back' to the author and e s t  the racist cMlStNctions of women of color 

as well as the coustmcîions of white masculinity. In order to do this 1 have employed 

feminist fiterature by womtn of color, such as Tbanh-Dam Truong, Sherene Razack and 

Chandra Mohanty, ta subvert the domhant Western male narrative. Futther, and in 

addition to bis,  I have worked to pracrice the utmost reflexivity constantly. 

The subtext to this project is an exploration of the traces of the "historical facts of 

dominance* (in Gramsci's words) that have woven themselves through my body. This 

does not mean that tbis project is self-absorw, for it is not. The purpose here is anti- 

racist and anti-sexist and also about dcveloping a way of re-thinking and wntiag from the 

socid position in which 1 have been placed and continue to resistt 

Since the research is solely basad on documentary d y s i s  and there is no interaction 

with human subjects, the eihical coacerns here are minimal. AU of the texts and 

documents are found in the public domain and therefore open for discussion and analysis. 

Eveq effort will be made to undentaid the issues and to censure findings which may be 

h d u l  to the population concemed. I will dso make efforts to distribute the research to 

the appropriate people wotkiag in the field. 



This chaptec dl be a theadcal discussion of the main issues of the thesis: the 

relationship between race and sex, the comection betweon cultural repmsentation and 

social structure, sex tourism and the global tourism industry. The purpose is to lay out 

my undedying assumptions about 'race,' my antologicd position, to introduce the 

intersection between race and gender as welt as global toufism. This discussion 

constitutes part of the method of tbis thesis as discussed in the previous chapter. What 1 

am attempting to develop here is a spacle to tbink about the issues before rnoving into an 

empirical exploration of them in chapîers thtte and fou. 

The  are two works tbat are of centrai importance for tbis thesis, Michel ûmi and 

Howard Winant's Raciui Formation in the United States: From the 1960s to rhe 1990s 

(1994) and Edward Said's Orientdm (197û). The former provides two ontological 

coaditions which underlies tbis study, while the latter develops an understanding of how 

Western knowtedge about the Orient is stnictured discutsively and linked to the material 

relations involved in the business of colonialization. 

Omi and Winant offer a theory for saidying the meaning of race and racism which 

they call racial formation ptocess. What 1 f d  to be an important aspect of th& work are 



two ontologicai conditions that the authors recognize in their theory. The first condition is 

the primacy they give to race as a social phenomenon. Racial formation process 

recognizes race notas the constitution or intersection of, or the reduction to other social 

phenornena. Race is an autonomous aspect of society rather tban an anomaiy within it. 

The authors' intent is clearly to avoid thinking race as an epiphenomenon. 

The authors identify t h  paradigms of race that can be chcterized as 

ethnicity, class, and nation. Race as ethnicity defines race as the process of minority 

group incorporation into the dominant group. Questions about gruup identity and the 

tension between assimilation and cultural pluralism are of central concem. The problem 

for these writen was that they Cried to "pound the square peg of race into the round hole 

of etbnicityw (Omi and Wiaant 1994348). 

In the race as class paradigm, race is a matter of unequal access to society's 

resources. Racial dynamics emerged from the struggle behveen the advantaged and 

disadvantaged, dominators and the dominated, and the "origins and structure of 

discrimination" (ibid.). Race and racism were a resdt of class stniggle and only reducible 

to it or, at best, relatively autonomous. 

Race understood as nation views the best tenain to look at race as temtory and 

geography, "especially in a particulady epochal seuse" (ibid. 49). During the height of 

colonialism, European coloaizers carved up the test of the wodd and aHoc8ted powct, 

prestige and privilege to the North and misery, dispossession, and exploitation tu the 
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South. The oppression in question was net a racial one, but rathet a national one. 

Reparation was a matter of de-cdonization or b u &  some sort of negotiation of 

cultural autonomy which recognized the right to self-determination. 

Omi and Wiant stress that although these perspectives have their limitations in 

understanding the meaning of race, they ali provide valuable insights into different 

aspects of racial phenornenon. The au&m admit thai these approaches are far too 

valuable to simply dispense with. However, in order to understand the meaning of race 

and racism, the authors insis[* in their theory of racial formation process, on the 

fundamental place of race in the social wodd. This is a point that Franz Fanon raiseci in 

"Racism and Culture" (1%7). 

Racism is never a super-added element discovered by chance in the course of the 
investigation of the cul- data of a group. The social consteiiatiou, the cultural 
whole, are deeply modifiai by the existence of racism. (36) 

This is not to equate race with an essentialist notion, as sornething that is fixed 

anà measurable objectively. Nor it is to Say tbat race is merely an illusion either, 

sornething that is only ideological. The authors suggest that this rigid binary framework 

between essence and illusion needs to be disrupted so that race can be viewed as "an 

unstable and Vecentered" complex of sacial mcanhgs constantly behg transformed by 

poiiticai süuggle" (Omi and Winant 199455). 

Race has constantly been matked by some sort of phenotype, but the basis on 

which an identifier is coostnicted has always bcen a social and historiai proccss (see: 



Miles 1989). The categories that have organized the systems of racial sisniftcation have 

been inexact and arbitrary. The task of theory is to make sense of both the historicai and 

social situation of race. A theoretical place that recognizes race as a social phenornenon 

rather than an epiphenomenal one seeks to, 

[...]avoid both the utopian framework which sees race as an illusion we can 
somehow "get beyond," and also the essentialist formulation which sees race as 
sornething objective and f d ,  a biologicai datum. Thus we should think of race 
as an element of social structure rathm than as an irreguiarity within it; we should 
see race as a dimension of human representation rather than an illusion. (Omi and 
W m t  199455) 

Grappiing with ibis problematic introduces the second key aspect of racial 

formation process. Race is an element of social structure and also a dimension of cultural 

representation. Often, race is seen in ternis of eithcr one or the other. It is understood as 

part of the organization of society into different strata, or subgroups, or as identities 

mapped and inscribed onta or represcnting different types of human bodies, 

For example, efforts to explain racial inequality as a purely social structurai 

phenornenon are unable to account for the otigins, patterning, and transformation 
of racial diference. 

Conversely, many examinations of racial difference - understood as a matter of 
cultural attributes, à (a ethnicity theory, or as a Society-wide ~ i ~ c a t i o n  system, 
h la some poststnicturai accounts - cannot comprehend such structural 
phenomena as racial sttatification in the labor market or resideatial segregation. 
(Orni and Wmant 199456) 

Neither of these methods of analysis is necessarily wmg. Quite the oppite, bath are 

equally important to the understanding of race and racism. Each is valuable in the work it 

das.  Social strnchue is gooà at illuminating how Society is organized along radal lines 



ami how racism is institutionaliized in the courts, schools, media, and workplace among 

others. Cultural ceprcsentation hclps us understand how race bas been thought, wtitten, 

and talked about, and how such discourses have changed over time. ïûe ptoblem arises in 

tbeir seeming opposition. Analytically, the borders between the two seem clear. 

Empirically, however, these borders are usually blurred. Can the full scope of race and 

racism be understood solely tbrough one analytic dimension or the otber? ûr, is  the^ 

something to be leamed in examining bow they are related and in the articulation of ihis 

relation? 

Racial formation pmcess acknowledges the importance of both. Race is a case of 

bath stnicturing and signifying where the two iafam and constmct one another. We 

create our social structures out of the way we understand the world and we also make 

sense of things through Our social structures. Totems are indeed good to think with, as 

Levi-Stmuss has shown us, but somebody had to decide to make it, discuss their idea 

with others, and dmw upon a whole discoutse that relates to totems and totem making. 

The racial formation ptoçess takes place in the linkages, the blur, between structu~g and 

signification. Another way of conceptuaiizing this may be that race is constituted through 

non-discursive and discursive practices. The meaning of race and racism cm be found in 

the comections between these practices. 

The ontologicd perspectives of the prirnacy of race aad the link between social 

strucnire and cultural nptesentation lay the groundwork for Omi and Winant's theoretical 
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appnrach, r u c 2 c l l ~ ~ ~ o n  prucess. They defme racial formation as "the sociohistorical 

ptocess by which racial categories are created, înhabitcd, transformai, and destmyeda 

(Omi and W i t  19W:SS). Thcir theory situates race as a phenornenon that is constantly 

in flux, continually being nconfigured, aiways in motion. 

1 would add that racial fommtion could also be referred to as racialization. Part of 

the problem with dealing with race or race relations is getting away from the idea that 

race is something tangible, static, natural. Race relations continues to force the discourse 

mund something that exists; there are biological races and they engage (or do not) in 

relations with one another. Stuart Hall reminds us of this pst-modem mantra, "race is 

indeed a sociohistorical concept, not a üanshistoncal discourse grounded in biology" 

(Hall 1-290). Racial formation makes a progressive analytical step towards thlliking 

race as a social, cultural, political and econornic operation that is contingent on place and 

tirne, geography and history. What race is and what it means is contingent upon, 

primarily, where we are spatidy and temporally. Racialization takes race out the reah  

of the noun, the thing, and dows us to place it where it belongs, for now, as a verb, as au 

action. Robert Miles uses racialization to refer to those, 

[...]instances where sociai relations betwcen people have been stnichired by the 
signifkation of human biological characteristics in such a way as to defme and 
constnict differentiateâ social coiiectivities. The characteristics signifled vary 
histarically and, although they have usually been visible somatic feahues, other 
non-visible (alieged and ml) biologicai fahua have also been signifled The 
concept iherefore refets to a p e s s  of categorizaîion, a representational pmess 
of &fining ûther (wualîy, but n a  exclusively) somatically. The defmd 



coilectivity is considered (implicitly if not explicitiy) to constitute a nanirally 
occming, discrete breeding population and therefore subsumes a pattern of 
gender diereatiation. (Miles 1-75) 

The process of signification in racialization is a dialectical one where the defdtion of the 

Othet involves the definition of the Self (on racialization see: Anthias et al 19a2; Banton 

lm Holdaway 19%; Solomos 1993). This is not to say that 'race' does not exist, at 

least not in the manner to which we have gram accustomed. Socially, race is very much 

a reality and has severe and lasting consequences. We make sense of the world and our 

place in it through this discursive relic and will continue to do so into the future. 

The authors elaborate on racial formation pmess in two ways. Fintly, racial 

formation is "a process of histoncally situated projects in which human bodies and social 

stnichires are npresented and organized" (Omi and Winant 199455). Secondly, racial 

formation is linked to the evoluti~n of hegemony. Hem, hegemony is understood as the 

manaet in which society is organized and ruied ttmugh consent tathet than coercîon. The 

authors believe that a whole scope of social problems involving race, such as sexism and 

other foms of difference, inquaiity, and oppression and their relationship to race, can be 

Ideologicaüy, raciai projects do the work of making the links between social 

s t n i c ~  and cultural representation. 

A rucial project is simultaneously an interpretaîi'on, representm'on, or 
expIrmatlOn of taciai àynamics, anà an eflort to reorgarùze and redistribute 
resowces along paatlaatlcuIm racial lines. Racial pmjects c o ~ e c t  what race memis 



in a patticular discursive praccice and the ways in which both social structures and 
everyday experiences are mcially orgunixd [empbasis in original] based upn 
that meaning. (Omi and W m t  19942%) 

The idea of r a d  projects helps to broadcn the scopt of race and racism and the question 

of mle. Mead of nsûicting the conceptualiz~tion of inequality to the domiuation of one 

group over another, racial projecis spread the stnrggie of d e  over a network of power 

relations. Prajects act as the "building blocks ndjust of mial formation, but of 

hegemony in general" (Omi and Winant 199468). Put in anoabet way, the power of 

social d e  is not something that is fued but one tbat is always in flux. It works not fmm a 

single point but a multitude of them. This idea coin be elaborated on by utilizing 

Foucault's conaptualization of power in me History of Sexacaüty (lm). 

Foucault sees the work of power king done in the creation, negotiation, 

ûansformatioo, and destruction of discourse and its inscription on bodies. Both 

domination and resistaace exist inside of discourse; there is not an accepted discourse and 

an excluded one, one of the dominant and the dominateci. A discourse is coostituted by 

various elements, which meet and combine h an inüicate, ustable mamer. These 

intersections, or discourses, make up strate& points in a web of power. They are 

insûuments and effects of power, üansmitting, producing, and reinforcing it. At the same 

thne though, through a siight Mt of viewpoint and purpose, they are sites of resistance, 

undetmining, expsing, and even blocking power. S i d y ,  where thete is a spaee 

devoid of discouse there is a site for hth power and resistance to it. 



Racial pmjects do simiiar work as discourse. They do the ideologicaî work of 

making the links between structure and signification. They are the low-level s W s h e s  

(and some not so low level) over the meaning of race and racism that constitute racial 

formation. They occur at specific points in history creating race and racism, or cornbating 

it, in srnaü, subtle (again, some are not so subtle) steps. The emergence of racial projech 

can be sem as différent than a traditional conceptualization of history which views 

change over time as linear and ever progtiessing. Racial projects do not act in such a 

linear mannor. Racial formation process sceb to connact the meanings that discourse 

carries and how the= meanings are ineorporated into institutions and everyâay 

experiences, as well as articulating the interplay between the two. 

Edward Said uncovecs the relationship between social structure and cultural 

representation and its consequences in Orientalism. In this seminal work, Said argues that 

the centuries old scholarship of Oricntalisrn played a direct role in the process of 

colonialism. He explores the ways in which the West created the Orient beginning from 

the prcmise that, 

the Orient is not an inert fact of nature[. . .] fields of leaming, as mucb as the 
works of even the most eccenfric arîist, are consaaineci and acted upon by society, 
by cultural traditions, by worîdy circumstana, and by stabilizing influences like 
schools, libraries, and govenunents; monover, that both Ieamed and imaginative 
writing are nevet b, but are limitcd in their imagery, assumptions, and 
intcntiom; and finally that the advances made by a "science" U e  Orienialism in 
its academic form are less objectively cnie than we oftcn like to tbink. in short, 
my study hitherto has trid to describe the economy that makes Oricnialism a 
coherent abject matter, even while allowing tbt as an idea, concept, or image the 



word aient bas a considerable and intetesting cultural resowce in the West. 
(Said 197&4,201-2) 

Said analyzes how ihe Orient came to be a thing on which the West fmed its gaze and 

constructed ways of thinking and writing about it, and also acting on it. In order for the 

West to gain authority ovcr the Ment, it became a subject of interest and, through 

surveillance and exploration, a body of knowledge was assernbled wntaining 'truths* 

about it. Thus, revealing it for domiuation and management, but at the same time, 

paradoxically, concealhg the way it is seen by its own inhabitants through a web of 

discoutses which, at their most fundamental level, insist on the inferiority of the Ment 

and its people. 

Said makes a number of distinctions in how he defines Orientalism. The first 

definition distinguishes the ciifference between the Onent as it is presentiy lmown by the 

American experience with it from the longer tradition of Eumpean involvement. The 

former is chatacterized by events which take place mostly in the twentieth century and its 

association with the Far East, mainly Japan and China. In the European experience 

(primarily, Said is looking at the French and English), the Onent is situated in a 

geographical ara süetching from the Middle East to the Far East, and is cbaractenzed by 

a bistory which reaches back to antiquity. 

Even after acknowlcdging this, Said sets the late eighteaith century as a stariing 

point for his study. It is in this long tradition that Saidts first defintion of the Orient is 



situated. Orientalism is, "a way of coming to tetms with the Went that is based on the 

Ment's special place in European Western expaience" (Said 19%: 1). Situateci beside 

Europe, the ment is the location of the oldest and greatest colonies of Europe, and iîs 

wealthiest. It is the "source dits civilizations and languages, [and] its cultural 

contestant" (ibid.). The deepest and enduring representations of the Other are found then. 

This image of the 0 t h ~  brings us to Said's second definition of Orientalism. 

Europe has defmed itself, and the West, in part, h u g h  its creation of the Ment. The 

Onent has acted as a mirror through wbich the West has compared its "image, idea, 

personality, [and] experience" (Said 19fS:2). Europe defined itseif in a binary 

relationship by setting itseif up against the Ment: WesC/East, uslthem, self/ûther. But 

this reflection is aot merely an opposition which 'exists' in a mirror, the east is inside the 

West; it is intimately connected to and interwoven within the material culture and 

civilization of Europe. Said writes that, 

ûrientalism expresses and reprcsents that part c u l t d y  and even ideologically as 
a mode of discourse with supporthg institutions, vocabdary, scholarship, 
imagery, doctrines, even colonial bureaucraties and colonial styles. (ibid.) 

Within Said's second defrnition are several meanings to ûrientalism which are 

interdependent and the most accepteci one is its position in academia. In the 19709, when 

Said wmte his book, the label "Oriental Studiesw was still king nsed as a department 

title. Those who wrote about, researched, or îaught the Orient were ûrientalists and wbat 

they did was Onentalism. Academics held conferences and wrote books about this 



subject. The question of its existence today as a label in univenity depaRments is an 

empirical, not to mention politicai, one but 1 would hazard to p s s  that, officially, it has 

lost its currency. The tenn has ttecome too vague and general, thus king replaced by 

more focused names such as Asian studies (1 am not sure exactiy why this particular one 

is seen as foc&), Middle h tem studies, and Colonial studies. Alsa, the name 

Orientalism carries wiih it the, "high-handed executive attitude of nineteenth-ceatury and 

early twentieth-century Europm coloniaiism" (ibid.). In spite of the institutional change 

in name, in everyday jargon people fmm Asia are somethes stili referreà as Oriental. in 

part, the sobering experience of the United States with Korea, Indochina, and Japan has 

chailenged the contemporary discourse of the Orient. 

Unofficially ehougb, cvea if the name has changed and its meaning has been 

challenged, ''Orientalisin lives on academically through its doctrines and theses about the 

Orient and the Orienbl" (ibid.). 1 would add that the growth of the cinema in the 

twentieth cenhuy bas been an addition to the sites of Orientalist production (see: 

Marchetti). Orientalism is a style of thought which derives fmm an epistemological and 

ontological distinction made between "the Occident" and "the Chient". Himani Bannerji 

adds that this discinctioa can be said of racism as well, "if we substitute the two ternis 

with Black and white, or m e r  still with a compnhensive b h y  of white and non-white, 

Eufopean (including the U.S. and Canada) and non-Ewopean - we get the pichue'' 

(T3annerji 199547). 



The distinction between the Occident and the Onent lm been accepted as a starting point 

for numemus and cornplex, 

[...]theories, epics, novels, sacial descriptions, and political accounts concedg 
the Orient, its people, customs, "mind", destiny, and so on[...] [by] a very large 
mass of writers, among whom are pets, novelists, philosophers, political 
tûeorists, emnomists, and imperid administrators. (Said 1478:S-3) 

An important tbeontical implication Said makm is that the* has bdcn a constant 

dialogue between the " m m  imaginative" and the academic meanings of Orientalism, 

betweeu the pets  and the political theorists, the novelists and the economists, the 

philosophers and the imperial administrators (Young 1995 1%). Tticre is an intimate 

connectioa between the two. Hm, Said is makiag an important link between the cultural 

mpresenhiions of the OiherlOrient and tbe social structures that coastitute the machine of 

colonialism. He is saying that the two have not b u  autonomous from one another and 

tbat the work that cach has done bas been a relational process, 

S i a r  to Omi and Wmds theory of mciai formation pmss ,  Orientahm links 

what used to be considered separate spheres of idluence, the phantasmic (the artistic and 

fantasy) and the political, and ruptures the once taken for p t e d  separation between the 

two. This brings into question the validity of the seemingly objective, hard facts that 

political scienîisîs, ecoaomists, and imperid administrators have created and utilized by 

Thus ûricntalism is not oniy a positive doctrine about the Orient that exists at my 
one time in the West; it is also an inaueutid academk uaditiou (when me d e s  



to an acadcmic specialist who is called an Otientalist), as weU as an area of 
conceni defined by ttavelers, commefcial enterprises, govemments, military 
expeditions, readers of novels and accounts of exotic adventure, natural 
historiaas, and pilgrims to whom the ûrient is a specific kind of knowledge about 
specifc places, peoptes, and civilizationsE ...]. Beneath the idiorns there was a 
layer of doctrine about tbe Orient; this doctrine was fashioned out of the 
experiences of maay Europeans, d l  of them wnverging upon such essential 
aspects of the ment  as ihe Oriental charader, Orientai despotism, Oriental 
seasuality, and the like. For any European during the nineteenth ceatury-and 1 
think one c m  say îhis almost without qulitlcation-Orientalism was such a 
system of truths, tniths in Nietzsche's sense of the word. ft is therefore correct that 
every European, in what he could Say about the Orient, was consequently a racist, 
an irnperialist, and aimost totally ethnocentric. (Said 197R203-4) 

Further, this dialogue bas ben perpetual and the movement between the two has been 

"considerable, quite disciplined - pcrhaps even regulated -" since the late 1700s (Said 

The late eighteenth century serves as a starting point for Said's third meaning of 

ûrientalism. Compared to the fmt hvo meanings, this one is grounded more historicaily 

and materiaily. ûrientalism is a "corporate institution*' created about the Chient for the 

purpose of dealing with it, "by making statements about it, authorizing views of it, 

describing it, by teaching it, seitüag it, ruling over if' (Said 197Zk3). The Orient was 

objectif~ed and knowledge and truths were created ahut  for the purpose of rendering the 

Oriental body, geographicaüy and physicatly, dode  in tûe mind of the European and in 

the exercîse of imperid power. The discursive aspects of Orientalism (making 

staternents, authoriziag, describing) aiiow for, while also being intluenced by, the non- 



discursive (settling, ding, exploithg, violence); this is where the dation bctweea 

represeatation and strucfure is at work. In short, Said daims that Qrientalism 

encapsulates a Western methoci for "dominating, mtnictuing, and having authority over 

the Orient" (ibid.). 

Said employs Michel Foucault's conceptualizatioa of discourse from The 

Archaeoiogy of Kmledge  and Discipline mtcf Punish to distinguish Onentalism. 

His contention is that, 

without examining Orientalisan as a discoutse one m o t  possibly u n h t a n d  the 
enomously systcmatic discipline by wbich Europem culture wm able to manage 
- and even produce - the Orient politically, sociologically, militarily, 
ideologicdly, scientifically, and imaginatively during the post-enlightenment 
period, Moreaver, so authodatively a position did ORentalism have tbtit 1 believe 
no one writing, thinking or acting on the Orient could do so without taking into 
account of îûe: limitations on thought and action imposed by Onentalism. (Said 
lm3) 

Constrained and produced by the discourse about it, ihe ment waslis nota subject 

wherein there is f d o m  of action or thought, Whenever the Orient is in question, 

Orientalism does wt 8Cf in one mmer or thfOugh one ovedl stnitegy. M e r ,  it acts 

through an entire network of intensts or web of smtegic points which may give the 

impression of an overaii strategy. 

Said's and Omi and W m t s  wo* both offer important ideas for this thesis. They 

both hiwght the dialectical relatiwhip betwcen cultural representation and social 

structure. The relatiouship between race and sex is constnicted discursively and 



stnicturaüy. Also, they both recognize the importana of situating social meaning 

historicaliy. Finally, rhey both make the point that neither race not Orientalism are simply 

ideologicai constructs or üiusions that could collapse when their secrets are uncovered. 

Race and Onentalism have formed into a formidable phenomeaa that are grounded in 

matenal relations. 

W i t  and Omi recognize the fundamental importance of race in the social 

wortd. Whm they admit that their theory arises out of the specific historical situation of 

the United States, Said enables the analysis to extend beyond national boundaries to ones 

tbat have been transgressed and constructeci, so we can undentand the crucial role that 

colonialism played in the racial construction of the non-Western Other. Orientalism also 

touches on another important aspect of the Western myth-making, one that is subtextual 

to the overt politics of conquesf dispossession, and dehumaaization. The image of the 

Orient carries with it, among other tbings, a sensuality, a profound amma of sex, 

Westerners envisiodeci the Onent as a place where fortunes are made, adventure is to be 

found, and the Libidinous is experienced. That which is socially forbidden or monetarily 

iliusive in the West finds expression in the East. - 
The fmt part of this chapter discussed racial formation process, racialization, and 

Oriontaiism which set up some of the generai parameters of the nsearch. One 



shortcoming of the previously discussed authors for this thesis is that they neglect to 

incorporate gender into theu andysis. Onentaiiim wasiis aiso about creating the 

gendered Other on whom the colonial projet was carried out: "the sexual assault on 

women has provided more than the foundatioaal imagery of imperid dornination"(Sto1er 

1993174). Similar to Anne McCiîntock's lmpenul Le~ther (1995) this thesis is  "as 

deeply concemed with questions of violence and power as it is with questions of fantasy 

[and] desire" (Stoler 199s: 15). 

In this section 1 want to begin a discussion of the intersection of race, sex and 

gender. One limitation of this section is that it d a s  not fully develop gender to the same 

extent as race and racialization have ben so far. Herc, 1 would l i e  to introduce how 

gender intersects with race and racialization in sex tourisrn before exploring gender 

further through a more empirical examination in the remaining chapters of the thesis. 1 

will begin by deheating the term "Third World women*' and its use in this research for 

an approach tbat links the racial and gendered systems of domination that affect womcn 

of color across the globe while remaining contextually specific. Next, the discussion wüi 

look at the cultural tum of race and sex in the latter part of the twentieth century and then, 

focusing on race, consider this shift historicdy in the context of colonialism. 

Undcrwnting racial theories were ideas about sex and desire. Colonial critique has 

pductively viewed desire as a cause of Western expansion, but how would msearch 



look if desire was seen as an effect of it? The last part of tbis section will discuss this 

ontological shift and its theoretical possibilities for a Foucauldian method of anaiysis. 

in "Cartographies of Sûuggle: Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism" 

(1991b) Chandra Mohanty defines the scope of the term "thid world women". It includes 

not only the geopphic regions outside of Europe and the United States, "Latin America, 

the Caribbean, SubSahara Africa, South and Southeast Asia, China, South Africa, and 

Oceania", but also those peoples of aboriginal, African, and Asian descent, "so-called 

minorities,"in her words, in the US, Empe and Australia' (Mohauty 1991b:S). By 

including the latter group in the definition she links Third World Women geographically, 

socio-historicaily and politically. The tenu 'Third World' is a highly contested concept 

that was originally designed to indicate a hierarchy between Western countries and 

former colonies. Mohanty prefers its use to 'postcolonial* or 'developing countries,' It 

acts as a reference to the above nations, 

whose economic and political structures have been defonned within the colonial 
procas[. . .]the tenn does not merely indiate a hierarchicai cultural and economic 
relationship between "fmt" and "third worid" countries; it intentionally 



foregrounds a history of colonization and conternporary relationships of stnichuai 
dominance betwan fmt and. third world peoples. (Mohanty 1991xix) 

Drawing on Benedict Anderson (1983), Mohanty suggests that the focus in this 

definition is on the cornmon oppositional struggles against systems of domination that 

connect people across time and spaco in an "imagiaed community" (Mohanty 1991b4). 

By doing so, she seeks to "recognize and analyticaily explore the links among the 

histories and süuggles of Third Wodd Women against racism, sexism, colonialisrn, 

imperialisrn and monopoly capita1"ibid.). An imagineci community moves away ftom 

viewhg these struggles in an essentialist way and suggests not a cultural or biological 

basis for alliance, but a political one where the b i s  for these struggles are not 

constmcted around race and sex, but d e r  the way we think about them. This allows for 

a fluid feminist approach that bas to be at the same time both "histoncally specific and 

dynamic, not fmzen in tirne in the fom of a spectaclen (Mohanty 1991b:6). 

Mohanty emphasizes a commonality in spite of the hierarchies within dienn t  

women's contexts to express a cornmitment to "horizontal comradeshipn (Mohanty 

1991b:4). Thid World Women are affected differently by polyvalent, fluid systems of 

domination that are specific to their Third World context. But racial, class, and gender 

domination are subsumed at the local level by certain ùistoricaiiy specifc "tolations of 

rulingu while at the same timc constituting tbem; though the relations of niling ttaasceud 

the locd and @cular, they are "constituted, created, ancl practiced always within the 



local and particularn (Smith 15i87:lCB). Mohanty employs Smith's concept of relations of 

mling to avoid linking Thinl World Women's struggies in a way that fixes subjectivity. 

Systems of domination dong the Lines of gender, race, and class "do not have identical 

effects on women in Third World contexisH (Moûanty 1991b:14). However, they operate 

at the local level by establishing "particular, historically specific "relations of niling"" 

(ibid.:13; see: Smith lm. 

Mohanty finds Smith's historically situateci mlations of d ing  to be a significant 

methodological and theoretical development (see alsa Bannerji 52) that allows for the, 

idea of multiple, fluid stmctures of domination which interseet to locate womaa 
diffetently at panicular histoncal conjunctures while at the same t h e  insisting on 
the dynamic oppositional agency of individuals and collectives and their 
engagement in "daily ]Se."[. . .me concept "relations of ruiing" posits multiple 
intersections of structures of power and emphasizes the process o r f i  of niling, 
not the frozen embodiment of it as a focw for feminist analysis. 1 think that this 
concept makes possible an anaiysis wbich takes seriously the idea of simultaneous 
and histoncized exploitation of Third Wodd Women without suggesting an 
arithmetic or even a geomclric analysis of gender, race, sexuality, and class. 
(Mohanty 1991 k 14) 

Mohanty's use of Anderson's imagineci community and Smith's relations of ruling are two 

useful analytical concepts for tbinkiag about race and sex in this thesis. The former links 

the systems of domination that Third World women share without ignoring their 

particular local hietarchies. The concept of an imaginai community allows an anaiysis of 

the Gentkmun's Gui& (which will take piace in chapter 3) tôat enables a political 

comection between the racialized and sexualized images of Southasian women fmm 



different countries. The latter takes the standpoint of women without fuing them too 

mncrctely in a certain subjectivity. It insists on a subjectivity that is fluid and ùistoticaiiy 

specifrc, yet emphasizes that race and sex wotk extra-locally alsa The relations of niling 

avoid an analysis of racism, scxism, and colonialism as monolithic structures, defining 

thcm rigidiy. Instead, they enable an investigation which examines their vcry foms. 

In Looking White People in the Eye (1998), Sherene Razack examines fonns of 

racism, sexism and coloaialism in current Western contexts of the courtrwm and the 

classroom. S he suggests that the relationship betweea race ad sex is aa interlocking one 

where these systems of oppression each rely on the other for its meaning. Further, "this 

interiocking effect [cm] on1 y be traced in historically sp i f i c  ways" (Razack 1498: 12). 

Also, she insists on a context and historically specific examination on the meaning of 

race, sexuality, gender and t h  way that "they corne togethet to structure women in 

diereat and shifting positions of power and privilege" (ibid.). Razack argues that the 

experiences and subjective position of women varies, however, she cafefuüy pursues che 

interiocking af race, gendcr, and sexuality to undentand the consequences of colonialism. 

In a time of 'political comctness' the language of cdonialism and modeniity is 

changing but the material practices do not seem to be foiiowing dong. We are wimessing 

the de-politicizatiou of both racism and feminism as the grammar of oppression is 

displaiceci by another set of linguistic codes. Erom the biological determinisrn that came to 

ideological supmacy dnring imperialism emerged another fiamtwork for white Society 
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to profess its superiority. Culture has moved alongside biology in a ptocess that Razack 

refers to as cul~ulizuîzOn. Talk of race and gender has shifted from its biological base 

where they have ben accepted, for the most part, as socialiy constructed categories. 

However, they have taken on cultural meanings that act in the same rnanner as their 

biologized form, frozen in time, severed from their historical beginaings, and retaining 

the idea of Western superiority. 

The culîuralitaiion of rucism signifies the shift in discourse from biological 

classification to cultural codes, yet the practice of racism remains the same, 

In its modem form, overt racism, which rests on the notion of biologically based 
inferiority, coexists with a more covert practice of domination encoded in the 
assumption of cultural or acquired inferiority. (Razack 19%:60) 

Group characteristics continue to be ascribed baseci on the symbolics of the body, yet the 

real differences between groups are no longer biological (although there are still some 

social scientists who pursue this belief) but d e r  etùnic or cultural. 

Razack suggests that the culturalizusion of sexism cm be found, for example, in 

cases of sexual assault. Similar to the culturalization of racism, the acknowledgement of 

cultud differences draws on colonial scripts of inferiority. Cn tape trials, the dominant 

narrative is "most often about fden angels who must prove theu innocence in 

contributhg to their fa11 from gracew (Razack 1998:68). This is îhe white script though. 

Aboriginal women and women of color are already perceived to have fallen from gmce as 

"sexual assaalt on women has pmvided more than the fouadaiional imagery of imperid 



domination" (Stoler 1995:174). The two dominant narratives that structure the rape bids 

of Aboriginal victims and offenders are the gavage and the squaw, both derivations of 

colonial discourse: 

The stereotype of Black men as bestial, violent, and cnminal has an Aboriginal 
counterpart in the blaodthirsty Indian. The gcndered version of the violent lndian 
is the squaw on whose body violence may occur with irnpunity. (Razack 

In these cases, the devastating effect that colonialization has had on Aboriginal people is 

acknowledged, but does Little to fracture the narrative. Aboriginal women are seen to be 

dysfnnctional and continue to bear the full effects of the colonial past, not the courts. 

Theïr inferiority and social problems derive not fmm their race, but from theu culhue 

which bas ken nipturtd thtough the exploits of colonial @)settlers. Even though the 

courts are witness to a colonial history and an increased sensitivity to the situation of 

First Nations peoples the process of prosecution does not change. Instead, the farniliar 

practices of an acknowledged overt racist and sexist past continue, while the cultural gaze 

temains on the Fit Nations people; white superiority maintains the staîus quo, but now 

the practices are shrouded by d e s  in a deracialized and gended language. 

Robert Young argues in Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race 

(1995) that the culturalization of racism is nota particularly new phenornenon. Cul& 

and race are bond in an intimate nlationship with long mots that mach into the 



Culture as well as capital is the fonn through which history rnanifests itsclf in the 
present, the labours of the dead that weigh upon and revisit the society of the 
living. Tbe close relationship between the dévelopment of the concepts of culture 
and race in the nineteenth century means that an implicit racism lies powerfully 
hidden but repeatedly pmpagated within Western notions of culture. The history 
of culture shows that Western racism is not simply an a b e m t  but discmte 
episode in Western bistory that can be casily exciswl, as the call to 'starnp out 
racism' assumes. As Levi-Strauss argues, statemenis about race me statements 
about culture, and vice versa. (Young 199591) 

According to Young, theories b t  spoke expiicitiy of race emerged in the Iate 

eighteenth century. Throughout the nineteenth century, science legitimized the 

superiority of whites and developed a new d n g  for the idea of race wbile the North 

Atlantic nations carried out this klief in an effort to colonize the plmet's geographical 

south and exploit their lands, its resources, and those wbo Lived there. By the 'end' of 

nineteenth century colonid expansion, Westetn nations occupied "nine-tenihs of the 

surface territory of ihe globe" (Young 199592)- Science and conquest reinforced tbe 

beIief of raciai superioriv. 

Race was as much a cultural idea as it was a scientific one, which Young calls, 

aftor Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Culture in the Age of Colonial Reproduction" and 

kame  ihe "fundamentai determinant of human culture and history" (Young 199592-3). 

The West has always defmed itsetf in terms of what it is not (or what it thinks it is not); 

that is, the Other has been the m h r  to which the West holds itself up to. A h ,  cultural 

difference has always been the way through which culture bas ben thought. The 



convictions about culture and civilization into scienîifk fa& inert, irnfubble, and 

ahistoricai. Science may have n d  been able to convince the world of its validity when it 

came to race, even though there are those wbo cacry on iîs futile work (sec Gould 1996; 

Hemnstein and Murray 1994; Jacoby et al 1995; Kincheloe et ai 19%; Lewoatin et al 

1% Rushton 1995), 

but wâat was much more consistent, more powerful and long-lived, was the 
cuitutal construction of race. Science has thus always been yoked to and 
subsumed in what Fanon, in a necessary tautology, caüs 'cultural racism'. 
Scientific theories measuring the diffcrences bctween the races and their 
capacities could corne and go, but what they always did was to develop earlier 
ideas according to a new, merciless economy in which the multiple meauings of 
race were grafted incrementally on to =ch other. (Young 199594) 

Defineci through a criterion of civilizatioa, race was ranlced with the Western Eutopean 

male on the top and everyone else gradated ia a chah of being. A "cultural pecking 

order," the racial hierarchy was pariicularîy gendered from the adult rnanly Eumpean 

down to the femlliizeâ child savage. The standard measwement for this regime of mords, 

values and aesthetics wcrc culture and civilization. Western culture d d i  itself as the 

highest achievement in these and judged all other societies against it, The binary 

opposition between us and them, civilized and savage, white and non-white, man and 

woman "was nothing less than the ordering principle of civilization as such" (ibid.). 

Young suggests that sexuality was a third mediahg tem that provided the link 

between race theory and culture in the nineteenth century. 



Commentators have often suggested that there must be a dcep counection between 
sexuaiity and racismt.. .]Sex is at the very center of racism. Commentators bave 
also made the co~cction between culture and racism. What they have not pointed 
out is that it is racial theory itself that explicitiy btings al1 three together[. . .] 
Sander Gilman [lm has dernonstratad the ways in which the l i i  between sex 
and race were deveioped in the nineteenth century thtough faniasies deriveci 
through cultural stemstypes m which blackness evokes an attractive, but 
dangerous, sexuality, an apparentiy abundant, limitiess, but thnatening, ferriiity. 
And what does fmtasy suggest if not desire? (Young 1995:97) 

Sexuality has becorne incteasingiy central, "[a]lthough, sexual desire, as 

expressed, repressed, made illicit, misdirected, inhented, and othenvise contfolled has 

underwritten European folk t h d e s  of race from the seventeenth century to twentieth 

century, desire is often suspended as a ptecultural instinct to wbich social controls are 

applied, a deus ex machim, given and unexphined" (Stoler 1995: 168). The construction 

of the sexualized native in the nineteenth century bas wide acceptance among scholars, 

but there is an increasing discussion over the nature of desire and how this has played out 

in the colonial conquest. Those who have employed a phychoanalytic approach have 

followed Freud's insight and have mapped out the consequences of sexual desire as a 

cause of Western impetialism (see: Gilman 1985; Jordan 1974; McClintock 1995). The 

projection of the Orient as the dark image of the West, the "surrogate seW, in Said's 

words, is a cornmon theme. This Literature is important and psychoanalysis has had far 

reaching effects on pst-colonial literature, from Frantz Fanon to Anne McClintock. 

However, there is an ontological break tbat 1 want to investigate which lies in the nature 

of desire itself. 



Freud's analysis socs desice as n a W ,  an essence, as the result of some 

prccultwal instinct that needs to be controllcd and regulated. It is a naturai given a d  

remaias an unexplainaï factor in a complex sexual equation. in Race Md the Edudon 

of Desire (1995). Stoler suggests examining how desire was consûucted, how desire 

amse as an effect of colonial conquest rather than as a cause of it. For Foucault, judicial 

law and other technologies have not been created to respond to and cepress original 

desire. Desire is constructed by laws and technologies, cawing the resulting discourses of 

sexuality to be msscut with power. 

We have looked more to the regulation and release of desin than to its 
manufacture. We have h d y  even registered the fact that the writing of colonial 
history has often been predicated on jwt the assumption that Foucault attacked; 
the p~emise that colonial powet relations can be accounted for and explained as a 
sublimated expression of repcessed desires in the West, of desices tbat resurface in 
moralizing missions, myths of the "wild woman," in a romance with the rural 
"primitive," or in other more violent, virile, substitutive form. (Stoler 1995: 1674) 

This shift of point of view has ken  facilitated by the increasing influence of 

Foucault in this m a  (see: Ssid 1978; Stoler 1995; Young 1995). What I find analyticaüy 

usefui about those authon who have employai a Foucauldian analysis is theù attention to 

cultural production and the historical specificity of such 'natutal' human qualities as 

desire (Stoler 1995:169). They treat semai desire as an effect of mlonialization rathcr 

than as a cause of it. This enables an analysis of colonial discourse and how it produceci 

class and mcid power instead of merely rcflecting them. Stoler argues that "desire was 

animated by discourses of sexuality and productive of new forms of power" and tûat 



"colonial enterprises produccd discourses that were.. .about a racialized sexuality and a 

sexualized notion of race" (Stolcr 1995:1-78), Fot the pwposes of this thesis, this 

approach provides the means for tracing the construction of desire and the production of 

the sexualized Other. This enables an expioraiion into how illicit se& relations between 

the colonizers and the colonized becamc iUicit and what pt this played in wnstituting 

sexual desire as weii as how the sexuality of Tbird World women was mapped on to their 

bodies. 

In this section 1 want to show this thesis is going to examine foms of relations of niling 

in global tourism. Tourism is an example of where systems of race and gender 

domination are subsumed at the local levels while establishing them at the same time. 

Tounsm is not usually viewed as a highly political activity and is not included in serious 

discussions about international politics such as those about oil or peacekeepîng. 

The hushed and serious tona typically reseweà for discussions of nuclcar 
escalation or spualing international debt arc rarely used in discussions of tourism. 
Tourism doesn't fit neatiy into pubIic poccupations with military conflict and 
high finance. Although it is i n f d  with masculine ideas about adventure, 
pleasure and the exotic, tfmsc are daemed 'private' and thus kept off stage in 
debates about international politics. Yet since Wodd War II, plannets, investors 
and worken in the tourist iodwtry, and towist themselves, have been weaving 
mequal patterns that are testructuring international pditics. And they depend on 
women for their success. (Enla 1989:2û) 



By thé middle of the 19ûûs worldwide toutim movd ahead of the oil industry in 

ceached an estimated 2ûû million and are continuing to rise. Tbe World Taurism 

Organization prcdicted that tourism would becorne the m m  important global cconomic 

activity by the year ii, employing the most people and generating the largest amount 

of capitai (Enloe 1989:ZO). Wbat is surprismg is noa d y  k t  tourism is not a sîaple of 

international politics, but that it is not one of the dominant subjects. 

Piut of the reason for this could be that tounsm is traditionaüy ben viewed as 

purely leisure. It is aasociated with su, surf, and saad rather than guns, money and 

poIitics, even though îhe latter are integral parts of it. As an activity , tourism in the West 

has been sometbing that people engage in as a break from their normal work routines. It 

is not work, but play, relaxation, and recuperation. Packaged up in a trip to a s m y  mort 

are "ideas about industrial, bureaucratie life" (Enîoe 1m28). However, for the Third 

World, tourisrn has meant somerhing much different. 

Tourism is promoted today as an indosüy that can ttun poor oounüies' very 
poverty into a magnet for sorely needed foreign cunency. For to be a pooi: society 
in the late twentieth century is to be 'uns~oilt'. Tonrism is butcd as an aItmative 
to the one-commodity dependency inheriteâ from colonial d e .  Hiltons replace 
sugar milla Multinational corporations such as Gulf or Western or Castle and 
Cook convert their landholdings into morts or sell them off to deveIopers. (Enloe 
1m31) 

From the beginnings of giobal touism after the second World War tourism bas 

been a powerfnl avenue for devebping states to b m e  a member of the giobiil 





on an aliiance between Id govemments in scarch of foreign ewrency and local 
and foreign businesmen w W g  to invest in sexualized travtl. (Enioe 1-36-7) 

Chaptcr four wii i  look at a guide for sex tourism and examine the racializcd and 

sexuâlized coasüuctions of Tbird World women containcd in it. Paüerson writcs that 

"fala analysis of petsisting probIems ... must cetuni to thc past in completing ih search 

for causes" (Pattenon lmviii). Mal and genàercâ systems of domination continue to 

persist at the begi~ing of the millennium, thenfore this chapter will also seek to trace 

the emergence of these cons~nictions in nineteenth century coloniaiization. Chapter Five 

wiU explore more of a political economy of intemational tourism, its rise in the LW and 

19709 and the effects this had on Third World developrnent. Fmally, chapter five witl 

suggest a site where wc can see the convergence of the themes of cultural riepresentation 

from chapter four with the social structures of gbbal tourism: advertising. 



4 
Constractions of the Exotic 

The Ge&main9s G d ,  Colonialinm and Sex Tourism 

Ewope or America created (and continues to create) myths of imperiaiism, of 
barbarismlsavagecy, a generai inferiority of the conquered, enslaved and 
colonized peoples and also created myths of exoticism at the same instant it 
defineci itself also as an "othef of these. The negative determinations of Europe's 
or America'slCanada's racism manifest themselves everywhere. Some of the 
humblest to the most cerebraüaesthetic dimensions of white people's life are 
infomd with racism. Its notion of femalo bcauty, for example, which is so 
inextricably meshed with eroticism (sexuality) is f w ~ d i m ~ t d y  racist - not only 
sexist - not to mention some of the obviously "social' pmctices, such 9s 
mothering, "good housekeeping," etc. (Bannerji 19954'7) 

One place where race and sex not only intersect, but collide, producing devastating 

effects, is in sex towism. Western men have been traveling abmad in search of a sexual 

experience that is supposedly not to be found at home for centuries. In the nineteenth 

century, the expansion of Eumpean colonioilism made way for a type of travel that 

enabled European gentlemen, colonial administrators, academics, and military personnel 

to explore the extent of the empires, simultaneowly writing about and producing its 

people and places. Colonid discourse became iittered with emticized native M e s  and 

lands which were mappcd with a "wide range of sexual and gendered metaphors in which 

the femùiized colonies, and the women in it, were to be penetrated, rapeâ, silenced and 



M y  on in the rise of nineteenth century colonialization, Thomas Cook orgaaized 

the 6rst package tour, a ûip to the London Exhibition in 1851 (Enloe 198928). At the 

end of the tweatieth century, Thomas Cook Travel has p w n  into a global empire and 

tourism has become one of the largest money genemting indusûies in the worid. Tour 

packages have become the nom in an industry that markets Tbird Wodd nation's 

resources such as sw, sea, sand and its people. One strand of the iourism industry that 

has been rationalized since Cook's first trip to hadon and extended beyond the 

metropoles of colonial empires is sex burism. Seit t d s m  relies on the exoticization of 

Tbird World women and the pramotion of the global tourist iadustry. 

In this chapter 1 am going to examine a guidebook writîen for Western men who 

travel to Southeast Asia in search of local sex industries entitled A Genîleman's Guide: 

The Eroiic Women of Southeart Asia (1998). 1 wiil begin by describing the guide and its 

structure, then delineate the underlying tropes of availability and abundance, greed and 

deceidulness and hyper-masculinity in order to uncover the ideologies and discursive 

strategies that its author, MacGruder Hom, employs to construct the Southeast Asian 

woman. While doing so, I will seek to challenge the nalities that he, and other 

Westerners, see there by troubling thci apparent naturalness. Finally, this chapter wili 

turn to the genealogid mots of rhe GuiCie which emerged in nineteenth ixntury colonial 

discourse. 



The G e ~ l f l e ~ ' s  Guide is writtea much L i  any other travel guide. It shows the ûaveler 

wbat ta cxpect going thraugh customs, which hoteh are good, how to eexcbange monoy, 

what sights to see, and which types of Éransportation are good for getting around It 

instnrcts the imveler on where to fiad good &ais and what type of things to watch out for 

when travelling to a fmign destination. While most travcl guides such as the popular 

Lunely Planet or Lets Go series tend to focus on the above information, the Genthm's 

Guide trcats hem as secondary and only mentions hem briefly. Its primary purposes are 

to instruct the traveler on how to buy scx and fmd a wife. An advertisement for the Guide 

from a web site for sex travel called The Erutic Traveler rerads: 

This meticulous guide is jam-packed with tbe most compnhensive information 
one can find on girl-cbasing in Asia. Whether yau are seeking a virgin bride in the 
Philippines or your own harem of exotic and lustful women in Bangkok, this book 
wiii teach you where and how to fmd iî. Besides the discussion of women, this 
book covers al1 mvel details, such as airfare (fiy to Thailand for $475!), 
üaasportation (how to bandle taxi drivers), hotels (where m m  service includes a 
girl!), restaurants, money exchange (where to get the best rates), secunty, 
shopping, bargainhg (how to avoid getting ripped-off), nigbtlife, entertaiament, 
etc? 

Horn wrote this guide tu explain to other men how to find and purebase cheap 

sex. Accordhg to him this was not to be found in the US, for, in his wotds, " d e s s  yaur 

waliet is just reeking witb greens andm you Iook Iike an Elvis or Rambo cambïned, well, 

you'rc just plain out of luck" (Horn 1-5). Western men are in luck' in Southeast Asia 



In order for ordinq men like bim to "get off" and furdi their libidinal plt~~ures,  which 

suppposedly hoive b i t &  OUM in the U.S., they can to go to 'exotic' Asia. 

The Guide walks the male ttaveler rhrough the tourkt districts of Bangkok and 

Paüaya in Thailand, the schoolzs and pools of Saigon in Vietnam, and the bars of Angeles 

City in the Philippines. It describes for Western men whete to find cheap sex andlot a 

'virgin' wife and how to obiah them. It explains that Southeast Askt is Disneyland for 

men. It is the adult playground where sex is easiiy accessible and for sale fmm the 

"beautifui and exotic" women of the thriving sex industry. Truong points out that a 

number of authors have noted that Third Wodd "tounsm is closely connected with îhe 

rise of playground culture in which sand, sun, sea, sex and servility are the main 

elements" (Tmong 1990: 125). In the Gentleman's Gu&, the primary ekrnents for male 

pleasure are sex witb and the servility of Southeast Asian womee 

Liiening sex tourism in Southeast Asia to Disneyland, the author intends to show 

the sights and sites, that is the bars and the women, as thought they are indeed part of 

some elabotate theme m. Instead of the usuai rides and family entertainment associateci 

with Disneyland though, the bodies of womea becorne b& Hom's Southeast Asia is 

Disneyland through a sort of camera obscura, but in this case, the piciuie is a bifurcated 

one. Man used this meiaphor to explain how the bourgeois ideology of capitaiim 

obscured the realiiy of social relations. The Gu& tums ihe "happiest place on earth" 



upside down into a Hefner-like vision, wbile at tbe same timc glossing over îhe sex trade, 

biding the social relations of poverty, exploitation, and racial and gender domination. 

Like the actuai Disneyland, we never get ta see what goes on behind the scenes or in the 

(in)famous tunnels uadcrneath the park. 

W e  bmwsing through the Guide, the reader quickîy becomes aware of the 

a- of its puspose. Oa the cover of the Gui&, thm are various pichues of women 

looking demwly at the amera. In the edition previous to the one under dysis, some 

of the pictures on the cover show naked women, includiag one picture of a woman posing 

on a bed on ber hands and knees. The insert of the book contains a hand drawn map of 

Southeast Asia wirh information on the distances in ffying time behveen Bangkok and the 

major cities of aearby couatries, VISA requiremeats for a number of destinations, and a 

chart of "Pussy ratings: (odds of getting Iaid every night)" which awards a Letter grade to 

variow countries, including the US (which received a failing grade). Most of the chapters 

in the Gui& cover different aspects of ûaveling to niailand. The table of contents 

includes chapters dedicated to such topics as "Highlights of Asian meaning the cheap 

sex, "Scams", and "Tactics and Strategies" for purchashg sboR and long term senual 

arrangements. 

The scope of the Gui& is not Limited to Thailand, it covers dso the additional 

counrries of Vietnam, the Philippines and a brief chapter on Indoriesia These are 

secondary destinations in the opinion of ~ I C  author, however they are important to U s  
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analysis because Hom has a diffmnt story to teil for each country which ad& to the 

complexity of the construction of the Asian woman. Even though this chapter focuses on 

the homogenization of women of color through racialized coding, 1 want to briefly 

describe Hom's treatment of difference within racial categories. 

To begin with, there is a dicbotomy between what types of Asian women the 

Guide features. The Gui& is literally about *virgins and whores." Each country is either 

one or the other with Thailand, tbe Philippines, and indonesia supplyiag the latter and 

Vietnam the former. Hom's task is to instnict the traveler on how to buy sex and find a 

wife, in his case, to bring back to the US. The charactenzation of Thailand and the 

Philippines as 'prostitution' countries derives from Hom's, or other's, success in 

purchasing sex3. For example, Hom suggests visiting either Olongapo or Angeles city in 

the Philippines, where the Clark US Airforce Base shut down in 1992. In each of these 

Locations, the sex industry has been on the rise after a short dowatum after the base 

closures. Horn places the women in the Phüippines in an ambivalent space, occupying 

both sides of the virgiolwhore dichotomy. According to him, they are eaget to marry 

American men and are adept at performing domestic duties. 

' The se.. trades in Tbailand and the Philippines are weU wtaMished as a result of the legacy of US militaty 

exploits inb  Soutbcast Asia The US has b invdvcd in ihe Philippines since 1898 when they invaded 
the coloay to 'Iibenue' its people frm the Spanish (BrinWey et al 1991:608). More recentiy, during rhe 
Indocbinacanflict, Thailand and tbt Philippitlts, almg with tbç RepuMic of South Vieüwn and Hocg 
Kong, signed agreemcnto with the US +ng CO pmvide 'Rest aild Reiawiim' setvices for miliiary and 
aid persaanel (Tnroog 1990 :81). Until the American Subic Bay Naval Base. at Olon@po City in the 



-pino women aimpiy love and adore AmersCrin men. The average girl would 
do anything to marry with an AmeRcan man. Yes, 1 said anything. These girls 
have the wonderful reputation of knowing how to reaily take care of their man. 
Some of them even know how to cook! Tiiey all know how to wash your clothes. 
No joke. It's not unusual for a girl to spend half the day sitring in your hotel 
bathroom, band washing your dirty clothes. (Horn 1998: 167-8) 

Like the colonial adventurer stumbliog upon the activities of some Native inhabiîants, 

Horn appears to think that he has discovemi a new tribe or race of people stuck in a past 

that has gotten away fmm the women in the metropde. He mats the Philippina women 

like some atavistic throwback from American history. They fulfill his fantasy about 

women for they will fuck him and then spend the test of the day taking care of his other 

needs. In Travels in the Skin Trade (1996), Seabrook encounters Western travelers whose 

description of Thai women is more like an encounter with extraterrestials, "it was like 

creatures from another planet. Out of this worlâ" (Seabrook 194635). 

Philippina women are different from Thai women, more down to eatth. "Although 

the Thai women are much more beautiful and cxotic, the Edipino [sic] women are more 

'human"' (Hom 1998.179). This racid hierarchy is a subtie but sigaificant aspect of the 

Guide. In the virginlwhore context, ihe above quote can seem like the difference between 

someone a tmveler wants to only have sex with and another whom he wants to have as a 

wife. However, the word 'exotic' is steeped in cultural codes that nfer to non-West, the 

Philippines, cl& alter 1991. an active sen trade operatcd empIoyhg up to 25,000 women (moe 
198987). Sinœ en, the govemmcnt bas nimed to tourism to entice foieign visitors. 



Other. The discourse of the exotic is a common theme in tourism when "oftcn nhird 

World] women have been set up as the quintessence of the ex0ticn (Enloe 19û928). 

Hom's professing of one gmup of Asiaa women to be more exotic than another 

iadicates a hierarchy of racialization. What is apparent here are the gradatioos of color. 

This is even more süiking when we look at his experiences in Indonesia. *Jakarta is a 

bustling city with lots of friendly women who are very interested in American men. 

However, their NeanderthaI [sic] faces and frizzy black hair was, to me, quite 

unattractive, to say the least" (Hom 1998226). The lighter the skin, the more attractive 

the woman. 

For those men tooking for more of a long term relationship, the guide includes a 

chapter on finding a wife in Vietnam where a traveler can find "the virgin girl of Lhis] 

dreams" (Horn 199th 189). According to the author, Vietnamese women rmd their parents 

love Americans and theu He's wish is to rnarry an American and move to the US. 

Vietuamese women love Amcrican men. Vietnamese parents love American men. 
The Vietnamese have a dream. Thcy also have a aighûnare. The dream is to go to 
America. The nightmare is they will never make it. To the Vietnamese, Vietnam 
is heil and America is heaven. You and 1, as Americans, are angels from heaven, 
sent to deliver the women from heu, and transport them to heaven. 
What water is to the tbirsty, what food is to the hungry, what money is to the 

poor, what dothing is to the naked, that's what American men are to the 
Vietuamese women. We're everything a girS could want. When you set foot in that 
country, and f e d e  bas spoaed your presence, look out. You're the top dog. 
Head honcho. The b. The king. Top of the lke. You're evetything a gid could 
possibIy want and fiope for in a man. You're it! (Horn 1-W) 



Horn considea himlf an expert cn this subject as he marrieci a sixteen ycar old 

Vietnamese girl, Chau4. Supposedly, the younger îhey are, the p t c r  chance of them 

being a 'virgid and untouched physically and mentaüy by adulibood: "Tme virginity 

involves the pwity and innocence of the hcait and soul, as weU as the body" (Hom 

1%)&206). fn addition, the draw for Horn is the place of the man in the Vietnamese 

family. where "the women sby home and the men do as they please. ..soumis like rny 

type of f d y "  (Hom 1998:214). Horn wants a woman to take care of the home and, 

more Unportantly, take care of the man. Hom's view for the place and mle of womm in 

maniage is quite traditional h m  a laie tweutieth ceniury perspective; women &long in 

the home where they should be =king and cleaning and waiting on the husbaud. 

However, he is far fmm a regular consemative guy. He seems to have a hatred for an 

"adult" or independent woman. He wants a woman as a servant, a domestic, and a sex 

slave. 

According to, Horn Thai and Philippins prostitutes and Vietnamese "virgin" wives an 

available, easily accessibie, and abundant 

' He was in his 30s at the time. Hom aied to have her ~eturn UI ihe US with him. but the Vieinamse 
goverment would niot issue her a pmpxt uniil the age of eightecn at whica point she movcd lo tbe US. 
with him. 



Thailand has so many bars, packed out witb so many girls. You could spend the 
next three years just wal)ting in and out of each of them More you finally find 
the woman of your dreams[. . .]you'ii be seeing more pussy than you thought 
imaginable. (Hom 19Bfdt, 117) 

And in the case of the Philippines, 

The place was rceking with so much p u y  you could have stacked the girls on 
top of each other a mile high, and you'd have only just begun[. . .]your head will 
be spinning from al1 the available women. And believe me, they are 
available![. . .]this town is overflowing with women![. ..](Hom 199&307) 

And in Vieînam, 

There are so many young and beautifd virgin girls, who would give anything to 
many with an Amcrican man, you're going to fmak out[. . .]jwt hop on [a] 
motorbike, and cruise the streets in the aftemwn. You'll see literally thousands 
upon thousands of virgins girls, in their silk white uniforms, bicycling to and from 
school. (Hom 1958205,212) 

The image that Hom invokes is that of coionid 'explorers' sending worâ back to their 

govemments of an untouched and bountiful land of uatold riches, of wealth waiting for 

the Westemer in a 'new* wodd. But like the explorers who went before, bis 'discovery' is 

late, "something has always gone before" (McClintock 199528). 

Hom is not only referring to the women in Ihe sex trade. He suggcsts going to the 

shopping malls where, "litedly hundreds upon hu- of them [femde employees] are 

to be seen everywherew (Hom 1-137). Here, we can see ihat he is not just talking 

about prostitutes; he is racializing ailThai women as senially available for the 

cunsumption of the Western tourist. in Horn's view, "the majority of the women 

throughout the country wii i  be more than happy to screw for you" (Hom 199868). Thai 



women are simply there for the pleasure of the tourist. Not only are the women in the sex 

industry a source of cheap labour, but al1 Thai women are potential prostitutes. Unlike the 

'empty' lands waiting to be penetrated by colonial conquest, the hcavy population of 

Thailand and the Philippines is the naturai resource to be mined, "women are the earth 

that is to be discovend, entend, named, inseminated and, above ail, owned" (McClintock 

McClintock is derring to the syrnbolic relationship of women to the land 

whereas Hom talks about ownership in a very literal sense. One of the more insidious 

'facts' provided for the potential tourist is the prospect of actually purchashg a woman. 

The concept of buying a girl is perfectly normal in Thai society. Even if the girl 
on your mind is not a hooker, but a waitress at some nice hotel, she too is for sale 
and you're not going anywhere with her unless you're ready to put out some cash 
to herfamily. Exactly how much will be determined by each family and your 
ability to negotiate. Most likely, you'll be paying a lot more than a local Thai 
would, but everyone must pay. This is a part of their cuihue. (Hom 1998S4) 

Horn then goes on to explain how to use a lawyer to draw up the contract and act as an 

intemediary to ensure a fair deal, which usually means that the Westemer is able to 

exploit the Thai part.. This is one of the mon repugnant parts of the Guide, which may 

be a fabrication (we can only hope). Hom also reports that the same is possible in the 

Philippines (Horn 199&2û). 1 have not come across mything in the academic literaîute 

that denies or confimis the existence of Westerners buying women. 



Whether or not the author is lying about this may aot be the point. In an interview 

that Hom gave to 60 Minutes (October î7,19%), journalist Ed Bradley asked him 

w h e k  or not he felt any sort of culpability in perpetuating this type of cycle of de- 

humanization. Hom bluntly replied that he felt noue and added, since the parents are 

consenting, why should he? Bradley did not hide bis incredulity and Hom did not budge. 

The story that 60 Minutes was reporting on was child prostitution and Bradley was asking 

Hom about the d e  his sex tour company plays in it. The show hired a guide tbrough 

Horn's company to be shown underage girîs. On camera, he denied his mle in child 

prostitution and was caught lying on TV. 

The women who are featured in the Guide occupy a space of ambivalence (see: Bhabha 

19W, Jordan 1974; McClintock 1995; Stoler 1995). Siultaneous feelings of desire and 

aversion underwrite ibis text, Asian women are portrayed as both objects of admiration 

and suspicion as îhey are to be acquired, but not tnisted. One the one hand, Horn 

constnicts them as caring and numiriog: "Thai women are wondelfui[ ...Je These girls 

have a wonderful reputation of knowing how to reaiiy take care of their man" (Hom 

1998S9,168), while on the other, they are gnedy, tricky, and untnistworthy, "bey are 

always up to somethîng[ ...] she's using you[ ...] she's[ ...] testing you to see how much she 

can manipulate you" (Horn 19B97.62). 



ûoe cbapter in particular, entitled "Scams," warns the potential traveler of the 

ways that one can be taken advantage of and tipped-off. Most of the supposed deception 

involves the possibility of the towist Wiag cheated out of money, mostiy through over- 

payment for services. However, the author admits in a couple of places that, "1 have 

never had a Thai girl steal €rom me" (Hom 19!3&74,97), Hom goes on to describe a 

number of schemes where sex worken try to get more cash from the traveler in an 

exchange than the "going rate," or, in the case of men who carry on longer term 

arrangements, she is receiving money periodically while remaining in the sex irade and 

'hiding' it from the client. 

In Travels in the Skin Traàe, Jeremy Seabrook interviewecl a nwnber of Western 

men in Thailand who had been involved in this type of relationship. Almost al1 of the 

men professeci to have been 'taken' or duped by the women. Harry, an Australian, 

exclaims that "you can never get the better of these people. They'll stick together, they'îi 

conspire. Make a plan to bled you of every pemy you've got" (Seabmk 1996%). A 

British man named Ray, who sports a number of tattoos on his anns, the ones îhat almost 

completely cover the left are of a number of women inked in tcd and blue, ''in a circular 

mesh pattm, so they look iike sea creatures caught in nets," explains how, 

Thete's always a sick parent, a house destroyed by floods, a younger bmther to be 
put througb school, a debt owning on some mortgaged land[.. .] They play you 
Iike a fruit machine, Sometimes you can't pay out, but if they carry on long 
enough, they'll hit jackpot. Thcse are very skiiicd ladies[ ... ]They're scheming, 



cu&g[. ..]Yeu feel sorry for hem, and you know they're poor. Because you 
have mmy, you feel sbong. (Seabrook 1%&24,27,29,30) 

This seme of strength is a common theme amongst Western tourists. It is a sûcngth that 

comes from the money and pnvilege which, in part, conditute the power nlatims that 

enables them to travel fmm theV home counûies. Thete is a sense of the colonial past that 

many of the travelert throughout Asia carry with them. whether they would admit it or 

not. Living in Thsiiland and buying sex confers a feeling of superiority (Seabrook 

1996:33; sec also Davidson and Taylor 199943). But this is a tenuous potency, for the 

agents that help translate the self into lived social relations, the women, c m  quickly 

becorne the objects of their undoing. 

It is how many of them are transformed, in their own imagination, iato victims: 
they, the conpuerors, the invincible, wind up feeling they have becn cheated, their 
'innocence' taken advantage of, their goodheaeîedness exploited. [t is a strmge 
reversal of reality[ ...]. (Seabmk 199635; sec also Davidson and Taylor 
1999:43) 

Despite this ovenvhelming faeting of king cheated, Hom notes on a couple of occasions 

in thc Gu& that in bis experience there has never been an instance of theft by one of the 

sex workers (Hom 199&74,97) and no cases where he thought tbat he had paid an 

excessive amount of money for services rendered. 

The supposed decei$ulness of Thai women legitiniizes the Western traveler's 

access to them. Thai ser worktrs g e n d y  come io prostitution, or are coerced into it, 



becawe of the widespnad poverty in W a n d .  Some of the men feel pity for thm and 

set their business as a fom of work-aid. An Ausûaiian sen tourist explains that, 

They are prostitutes and we f a 1  sony for then They're very poor, but we love 
'em. 1 feel sorry for them because they have to resort to what they do. 1 think that 
it's best that we do go with hem because what we give thcrn[. . .] it helps 
hem[. . .] if it helps them , it's not so w m g .  The oldest gïd cornes to Thailand 
(Le., Bangkok), they try to get a job and tbis is all they can d l y  get because they 
haven't got an education. So to break a viciow cycle they send the money home 
to get an education for the youager ones, wbich is good, because eventually there 
won't be this, they won't uced to do this. (O'Rourke in Manderson and JoUy 
199"1: 141-2) 

In addition, the apparent blessing of the parents of the sex worker enables their daughter 

to sel1 her body, thus making having sex with a minor more acceptable, thus somehow 

rationalizing the Western traveler's exploitation. Hom offen what is perhaps the most 

insidious of these justifying strategies. In Horn's mind, the real exploitation hem is that 

the sex workers arc actually taking advantage of the men. How this is done and what they 

are taking advantage of exactly mains a mystecy fw Horn does not elaborate on this 

quip. What he does offer though is that the sex workers and their parents are after their 

money. Hom tries to flip the discourse of exploitation on its head in adding to the 

construction of the fernale Other as manipulative and unûustworthy. 

This warning to potentiaî travelers from Hom is particularly curious because it 

cornes at the end of a section of the Gui& in which he writes about the abusive 

conditions in which sen workm live. Although Hom ncognizes that slavery d a s  exist in 



Thailand, he argues that these cases arc only isolated instances that are not to be Coud in 

the sex trade areas that are for tourists. The women in these places, the ones that the 

tmveler wüi cncounter, arc actually ftee to work as they please, choosing their clients, 

what tùey do with them, and when they want to do it. Hom takes gnat care to stress that 

these women are indecd free to choose their social and material conditions while at the 

same time rrminding the d e r  throughout of widespread poverty, a condition that 

makes chdice limited at best and non-existent at worst. 

Horn States that neither he nor bis calleagues condone or support the exploitative 

and abuse conditions of prostitution and the slave trade that is an integral part of the 

industry. In fact, he emphasizes on the next page that "the toiuist ia the r d  vktirn, as 

b o k m  ndpalate and exploit thn to their own end (Le., to get their money!)" 

(Hom 1998:26). Again, Hom adrnits to the existence of slavery and aiieges tbat, in 

Thailand, tbis is the case with Bumese girls that have been bmught in rather tban Thai 

women themselves. He refuses the linkages between sex tourism and slavery. In bis 

mind, the fact that men are coming to Thaiiand to buy sex has iittle to do with the 

reproduction of the entire industry. A repienished supply of worken, either through 

consent or through coercion, is cequired to fulfill the demand for their labour. Hom sees 

davery and sex tourism as hvo separate phenornena rather than seeing them for what they 

really are, intirnately nlated to one another and both parts of the iarger sex. industry. 



The author of the G e n t h  5 Guide goes by the peu name of MacGmder Hom, a 

middle aged white Ametican who fint traveled to Thailand in 1990. He appeared in a 

segment of Sixty Minutes in wbich his tour company was used by the producers of the 

show to orgaaize a trip to Thailand Tùe segment origimlly aired in November of 1996 

entitled "R&R in Southeast Asia." The titIe of the segment refers to the military ptactice 

of soldier's t h e  off from duty, Rest and Relaxation. Thailand was a favoured country for 

U.S. servicemen during the Vietnam war. This is widely held as the beginnings of the 

infrastructure that services current civilian tourism (see: Enloe 1989; Graburn lm; 

Lebeny 1994). However, the setting up of local brothels was common practice where 

ever Western imperialism ventured (see: Stoler 1995). 

Ed Bradley's i n t e ~ e w  with Hom focused mainly on the issue of child 

prostitution which worked to sensationalize the segment and thus oversùadowing the 

issues about the larger sex tourism industry. Watcbing Hom maneuver his way through 

the possibly incriminating questions on sex with young girls reminded me of the 

stereotypical used car salesman. Months after viewing a copy of the 60 Minutes segment, 



whilc sitting in a movie theatre watching Magnolia (1999), 1 nalized that he reminded 

me even more of one of the movie's charactem. 

The person 1 am referring to is the now infamous Frank TJ. Mackey, playcd by 

Tom Cruise to the tune of an Oscar nomination. I was stmck by the similarities as 1 

watched the movie and 1 came to believe that Frank and Hom are close cousins. Their 

aithdes towards women and the manner in which bey see women solely as objects for 

consumption run parallel to one another. ûne is merely an international version of the 

other. 

Frank T. J. Mackey is the Tony Robbins of seduction, a grin-flashing charmer 

who seiis popular, high-priced seminars that teach men how to get their way wiih the 

ladies (and I lhink that t am putting it politely). He peddles a warped version of The 

Rdes for Men in a series of audio tapes, videocassettes, and seminars which explain the 

Seduce unà Des~oy System. In bis infomercial he promises to provide the "magic key to 

uniocking any woman's analytical ability and tap directly into her hopes, wants, fears, 

desins and pantiesr.. .] 1 dont care about how you look, what car you drive or what your 

last bank statement says: "Seduce and Destroy," is going to teach you how CO get that 

naughty sauce you want - fast!" (Anderson 1999.13) 

Likewise, MacGruder Hom promises semai success for the meu who follow the 

steps he lays out in his ûavel guide. Horn offers îhe prospective traveler places that are 

"jast packad out with women[ ...] your head will be spinning from ai l  the available 



women." And he promises that mncy and looks an not a pmblem. He writes that in the 

U.S. men tbat do not have an ovefflowing wailet or spectacular loaks are undesirable to 

wamen. However, in Asia you can "[e]x@ence stardom[.. .]. Eater any city and watch 

as the girls respond to you as if you were Tom Ctuise or Fabio. No joke. Youl have your 

own harem within a week" (Hom 19% 15)* 

Mackey makes an strange referenm in the film to a couple of fictionai Berkeley 

psychology professors who, when he couldn't afford to enroll officially, allowed him to 

sit in on theu classes. Their names are, "Macready, Hm, and Langtree? The similarity 

between the name of the author of the Guide, Madiruder Horn, and the f i t  two 

professors' names is striking tu say the least, especially with the mention of Tom Cniise 

in the above quote. Whether or not the writeddirector of Magnolia inteadad to make that 

connection or if it is merely an intensting coincidence is pure speculation. However, 

speculation âraws these two characters and their misogynistic doctrine closer together. It 

also suggests that Hom is not an anody; his desires, just like those of Mackey, seem to 

have a large appeal. 

Mackey and Horn are deeply suspicious of women. They both embody a sort of 

hyper-masculinity that emerged in die 90s, where men have attempted to 'reclaim' a 

position of powei that is perceiveci to be waning with the successes of the second wave of 

feminim. In both cases, women seeking independence and equality have challenged 

mascnlinity and. men's place in society. Mackey is obviously a caricature, a blead of 



Tony Robbins and MENSA gone awry. However, his over-the-top strategies about how 

to get *pussy Mt, right, up, dom, ceater and sideways" and exert a dominarice over 

women resonates with Hom's Gul&. Similarly, women are to be experienced and 

dominated in "the battîe of the bush," as Mackey puts it. However, where Mackeyes 

masculinity is contingent on a universal 'woman', Hom relies on a relational mapping of 

the Adan woman. 

Across tirne and space, cultures and history the cwtomers of prostitution have 

sought ont "sex workers whose racial, national, or class identities [were] dflerent from 

their own"(Shrage i9W 142). The demands b y White Western men for pmstitutes from 

Latin America, Africa, and Asia (this inclndes tbose who work in Westeru countries and 

either corne from these areas or are descendanis of them) may be "explaineci in part by 

culturally produceci racial fantasies regarding the sexuality of these womenu (Davidson 

and Taylor 1 ~ . 4 8 ) .  Fuether, these fantasies are linked to the moral and sexuai purity of 

white women. 

Historically in the US, the "constiniction of the white woman durhg slavery was 

in opposition to and enabled by the constnictions of black slave womenl. ..] 

chsstelpromiscuous, dornesticaiedlwild, m o d y  ppurelheathen" (Mohty 1991x13). 

Jordan concurs, "[wlhite w o m  were, quite literally, the repositories of white 

civihtionn (1994:- set dso Hemton 19418; McClintock 1995; Stoler 1995). They 



were placed protectively on a pedestal by white men while they ran "off to gratüy their 

passions elsewhere" (ibid.). Similarly in Europe, 

Just as the various colouiai possessions-quite apart from their economic benefit 
to metropoiitan Europe-wete usefui as places to send wayward sons, supeffluous 
populations of delinquents, poor peopie, and other undesirables, so the Orient was 
a place were one could look for sexual experienco unobtainabie in Europe. (Said 
Lm. 190) 

For Hom (and Mackey), the white woman is no longer up on the pedestal. Shc has 

become too independent, tm demanding on men, and toa in control of her own sexuality. 

In Horn's and Mackey's words, she is a "bitch." The construction of the Asian woman is 

in biiary relation to the Amencan woman: dependent, submissive, sexuaily available, and 

domestically capable. A sex tourist interviewed in Bangkok sums up these sentiments, 

Amencan women are fucking bitches. You don't waot to deaI with American 
women-these women are the best, their mincis have the nght attitude. There's no 
girl in the world (other than in Bangkok) that will give you a shower, give you a 
blow job, fuck your brains out, ruid fold yow clothes with a smile on her face. 
(O'Rourkc in Mandemon and Jolly 1997. Ml) 

For Western men, sex towism can "be said to constitute ... a collective behavior oriented 

toward the restomtion of the 'genedized beiief of what iit is to be male" (Davidson and 

Taylor 199939). For men like Hom and Mackey, true masculinity is equated witb 

"unbridled senuality over women generally" (ibid.). Horn's construction of the image of 

the Other retains histoticai stereatypes of the Asian woman as submissive and available, 

while redefing her oppositional identity to the Americatl woman. 



The images that are contained in the Guide are not new; we have seen lhem 

before, time and time again, They are the images of the East and the Third Wdd, its 

land, its pcoples, and iîs civilizations whose genealogid roou stretch deeq into the 

colonial pst. Sex toutim is a weaving of the continuities fmm the past with the ptesent 

stage of globalization, it reminds us that "the west has a sort of rapa meatality tawards 

the East, and of îbe way in which racism and sexism, and of fantasy and Unperialism and 

colonialism, coalesce" (Manderson and JoUy lgW.14I). One of the central 

epistemological principIes guiding this îhesis is ihat racism aud sexism are not static 

social facts. They are always in motion, changing and adapting to social, political, and 

material circumstmes, as well as reflecting and iafluencing them. 

Hom has nd made these things up on his own, nor has he stumbled upon some 

sort of expetiential truth. His knowledge is stnictured. He is borrowing from and building 

on a tradiiion of W n g  about women of color as sexualized and raciaiized abjects. This 

tradition has genedogicai îinks tbat can be îraced into antiquity. However, their most 

salient ancestors cm be found during the nineteenih century witb the rise of industrial 

capiîal, the domestication of women, the biologizhg of racialized categories, and the 

expausion of Empean colonialization. 

Horn and k k e y  are usefid to iiIustrate certain veRions of male masculinities 

and misogyny that have emerged and re-emerged thughont the previoos decade. For the 



purposes of this paper, they are social and temporal markers, reprcsentative of larger 

socid cwents. Gustave Haubert is another. 

The genealogicai links of the Guide can be trace! back to the impenal pmjects of the 

Nineteenth century. An example can be found in the writings of Gustave Haubert who 

traveled through Egypt documenthg bis expenences. He too wmte travel guides of sorts. 

His novels helped shape the Western imagination and its expectations of the East. Like 

many other European men, the ûrient represented mystery and exciternent for Haubert. 

It was aiso a place for realizing taboo pleasures and passions and obtaining sexual 

experience that was supposedly unavailable in the West. As Edward Said writes in 

OrientdiSm, "[w]oven through ail of Flaubert's ûriental experiences, exciting or 

disappointing, is an almost uniform association between the Orient and sex" (lm. 188). 

One liaison in particular pmfoundly influenced Flaubert's writing. His fascination 

with an Egyptian courtesan and dancer named Hanem Kuchuk flavoured mauiy of bis 

writings. According to Said, "the most celebrated moments in Flaubert's Orientai travel 

have to do wiîh Kuchuk Hanem" (Said 1978:187). She k a m e  Flaubert's prototype of 

the Otiental woman, and probably based a numbet of the female characters in his novels 
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on "her learned sensnality, delicacy, aad (accordkg to Flaubert) mindless eoaffeness" 

(188). 

Hanem was a site wben Haubert could experience the East as weU as explote his 

thoughts on it. For Him, she is more like an embodiment of femininity, an object, rather 

than a woman, a subject, "Kuchuk's dumb and irreducible sexuality aliowed Flaubert's 

mind to wander in nimiaation" (ibid.). What hc came up with was a racidzed and 

sexualized Other, whose diffetence was marked, mostly, by the sexuality that he wrote 

onto her body. He represents ber as possessing "fecundity, sexual promise (and threat), 

untiring sensuality, unlimited desire, [and] deep cegenerative energid (ibid.). More 

importantly though, she was sexually available to him and she became a place for 

Flaubert to explore his desire, 

The West bas constructed the images of the East in opposition to itself. In 

ûrientalism, Edward Said has shown how Europe has defined itself, and the West, in 

part, through its cteation of the Oneni. The Onent has acted as a mirror through which 

the West has comparexi iîs "image, idea, personality, [and] experience" (Said 1978:2). 

Europe defined itseif in a Kiaary relationship by setting itself up against the Orient: 

WestlEast, uslthem, self/Other. Aiways underiyhg this dekition is a sense of Western 

superiority and Eastern inferiority. Civilization, Christianity, scientific and raiional 

d e f d  the West as tbie East became uncivilized, heathen, traditional and kationai. 



This definition dso extended to sex and sexuaüty. The East held in it untold 

passions where Western gentlemen were able to realize passions that were reptessed in 

the metroples of Europe and America. Victorian virtues preached restraint and riled 

against promiscuity and tibidinousness which were pursuits of the lower classes and were 

not becoming of the cream of empire. Sexuality, exoticism and tbe mtic marked the East 

and its people. This cding was gendered and was simultaner,usly practiced and 

constructed through colonization, "colonial discoutses of sexuality were productive of 

class and racial power, nu€ mere reflections of them" (Stoler 1995: 176). Men joumeyed 

far and long from home. Whether bey were part of an expedition, a colonial 

administration, or a miiitary brigade, their imperial intentions to the "natives' were, in 

part, sexual. 

Said notes that Flaubea was not the fint to d e  an association beîween the East 

and sex, nor was his novels îhe most exaggerated example of a theme that was a constant 

in Western attitudes towards the Chient. Unforhmately, Said stops iherc, unwilling to 

venture any further into an anaîysis that would force him to confront the gendering of the 

Other. This is not to say îhat gender is left out of his book. Even though he writes that 

gender is "not the province of my anaiysisr" later in the text he comments that 

"Orientalism also encomged a pecaliady (not to say invidiously) male conception of the 

wocid" (199QI:2û7). This was caused, accoding to Said, by the fat that the Orientalists 

wem exclusively male and tbus viewed themselves and their "subject matter witb sexist 



blinders" (ibid.). Unfortunately, Said goes litîle further than to point out the obviow. The 

effect of the admiîted absence of a gender anaiysis, but not the Onenta1 woman, in 

Orientalism is tbat the work falls to a sort of default setîing which pnviieges the male 

experience and denies a femiaist standpoint; in effect, it masculies race. 

Said refers to two types of thought on ûrientaüsm that are inter-related and vital 

to the existence of the other. The fmt he refers to as "Iaîent" Onentalism which includes 

common sense notions of the Oneut gmund in an "almost unconscious (and certainly an 

untouchable) positivity" (197&206). The second he calls "dest"ûrienta1ism which 

covers al1 of the authored accowts and theories from the various academic disciplines 

and other knowledge producing apparatuses. He argues h t  any change which occurs in 

Oriental lmowledge does so exclusively in the latter sphere, the "unanimity, stability, and 

durability of latent Orientalism are more or less constantn (ibid.), The differences in 

knowledge were at the lcvel of presentation, writing style, rescacch results, and fom. For 

Said, the fundamental character of the wealîh of observations, studies, and literature on 

the Orient m l y  chaaged: "Everyone of them kept intact the separateness of the Orient, 

its eccentricity, its backwardness, its silent indiffecence, its ferninine peneüab'ity, its 

supine malleabilityn (ibid.). 

At the end of the twentieth century, ih socio-geographic meaning of the ûrient 

has shifted. Its geographical designaiion has become more associateci with the countries 

from the Indian sub-continent to Japan. The name has chaaged from the colonial title to 
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its present reference, Asia. However, the socio-ecoaomic and political privileges afforùed 

to both Flaubert and Horn remain, as do commoa seme .understandings of wbt  

constitutes the OrieatJAsia, what Said refers to as ''latent Orientalism.'* Both being 

Westera and male, their exploits are made possible by and their expiences a n  filtered 

through, what Said refers to as, "historical facts of domination." 

When Haubert traveled, liaisons between Westerners and non-Westerners, white 

and non-white, were sociaiiy unaccepted and officially policd They were organized by a 

biologized understanding of race that wiuned against the contamination of white blood 

and served to legitimize the ideology of white supremacy and the business of colonialism. 

Despite the fact that the validity of the scientific concept of 'race' has been undermined, 

the transgressions that were once considered threats to the suhvai of the white 'race' 

appear to have gain4 wider acceptance. In redity, the social and political boundacies 

forûidding inter-racial sex and mariage may have eased (for Horn was able to marry a 

Viemamese woman and bring hm home to the United States, unlike Flaubert, for whom 

this was impossible) but, nonetheless, the historical facts of domination continue to exist. 

For instance, Hom represents the women in his book in much the same manaer as 

Fiaubert. Instead of 'Oriental,' they are now typically 'Asian! They are the mer; they are 

silenced; they are Kuchuk Hanem. Still, they are objects of the male gaze and desite. The 

East remains a place where taboo sen can be obtained from "superferninine, submissive, 

mysterious, desirable, and docile'' women, whcre %exual intercourse [isl cut l m e  from 
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the ties of conventional, hetmsexual monogamy", and "white men [can] "discove?' 

themselves" (Manderson and Jdly 1997: 125,133). 

For men like Flaubert and Horn, the 'exotic' womea of the East are to be 

experienced, they do not have experiences of theu own. Since they are of a differcnt 

'raœ'lculture, "the male tourist feels he has enterd a region where he can shed 

civiiization's constraints, where hc is freed fmm siandards of behavior imposed by 

respectable women back home" (Eh 1Wk2û). Vince, who once worked as a sales 

representative for an armaments manufacturing company from Britain, claims, " 1 never 

would have caught fire like 1 didT in Thailand "1 was not myself[ ...] 1 was out of my 

social environment, and everything was mon mi'' (Seabmk 199635). 

This realness stems for the percepiion that Asian women's sensuality and sexud 

ability are more natutal than Western women. 

Western sex tourists[. . .]=y that sex is more "naturai" in Third Worid countries, 
that prostitution is not d y  prostitution but a "way of life," that "They" are "at 
it" al1 the tirne[ ...] the supposed naturalness of prostitution in the Third Worîd 
actuaiiy reassures the Western male sen tourist of his racial or culhuai supetiority. 
Thus we fmd that sex touists continue a traditional Western discourse of travel 
which rests on the imagined oppicion between the "civilized" West and the 
"barbarous** Other. @avidson and Taylor 1999.43) 

Bob, a middle aged tourist h m  New Zealand, echoes Manderson: "1 think they're 

sensusl, very sltilled, very aitractive. Tiiey knaw how to make love by instinct" 

(Seabrook 1-21}. This realness, however, cm be seen as a projection onto Asian 

women as "mature[s] of a male power fmtasy," wherc they "express unlirnited 



sensuaiity they are more or l e s  stupid, and above aii wil l ig"  (Said 19r18:2û7). Horn 

repduces this fantasy in its eniirety through the re-telling of his experiences in the 

Guide, includiig the cliché of low intelligence and infantilization: "Repeat it slowly and 

give that small brain of theirs a chance to figure it out[. . .] We're deaiing with a 4"' grade 

meniality here" (199858.36). - 
In the next chapter 1 am going to move fmm a hisbical and cultural represeniation of sex 

tourism to a political ecanomy of the global tourism complex. Political Scientist Cynthia 

Enloe explains that, "sex tourism is not an anomaiy; it is one strand of the gendered 

tourism industry" (Enloe 1989%). In order For men like Hom to travel to foreign 

destinations a large complex of industries, such as air, accommodation, and services, 

needs to be in place. 1 will argue that sex tourism is iniimately connected with Third 

World development and global capital with the support of Western govenunents. It abo 

relies on the same consüuctio~ls of Asian women that Horn and Haubert employ to 

pmote  Tbird Worid tourism. 



The Mine Idustry, T M  Worid 6De~elopment' and Advenisfhg 
A Political Economy of Global ToPFism 

The national bourgeoisie organizes centers of rest and relaxation and pleasure 
resorts to meet the wishes of the Western bourgeoisie. Such activity is given the 
name of tourism, and for the occasion will be built up as a national 
indwûy[.. .]The casinos of Havana and of Mexico, the kaches of Rio, the little 
Brazüian and Mexican girls, the half-breed thirteen-year-olds, the ports of 
Acapulco and Copacabana-aii these are the stigma of this depravation of the 
nationai middie clas[.. .IlThis class] wül have nothing better to do than to take on 
the d e  of manager of Western Enterprise, and it will in practice set up its country 
as the brothel of Europe. (Fanon 1968.13-54) 

The sex industry depends on the tourist industry. It is about supply and demand, pure and 

simple. Activist/Joumalist Jeremy Seabmk writes that "[tlhose who speak of ihe market 

economy as though it repnsented the highest achievement in the organization of human 

affairs - some even see it in the hidden hand which belongs, pcesumably, to Providence, 

or God - often fail to recognize that it does not obligingly case its opratioos at the 

frontien of decency, honour and good sense" (Seabrook 1996:129). 1 would add that in 

the case of sex towism, the forces of the market do not only over-step these "frontien," 

they m them over, some tirnes blindly, but mostly willingly and often times deliberately, 

if they remgnize the thud-thud underneath at dl. 

In this chapter 1 argue that the touist indirstry is not simply the outcome of the 

working of market foms. Rather, they are the consequemes of an intimate rclatiomhip 

between global capital, national, and international interests. My intention here is not to 



move towards a reductionist andysis that pcivileges one form of laiowkdge abut a 

phenornenon over another. I do not intend to argue that the bistoncal emnomic structure 

of internationai towism is enough, or even the beginning of an explmation about wbat is 

contaiad in 7he Geruleltl~'~ GU&. Ratber, 1 am intendmg to sketch out a politid 

economy of the larger complex. of global tourism of which sex toutim plays a signifiant 

mle, My contention is that a deeper understanding cm be reached through an d y s i s  

that pays attention to bûth the cultural nepresenîations of serrualized and mcialized bodies 

and the social structures, what I will refer to as the Tourism Industrial Cornplex, a 

network of industries and national and intemational govemmental organizations. It is in 

the Linkages between the two sphctes that the meaning of racisrn and sexism can be 

undentood. Sex workers in Thailand are not merely the sites where Western men play 

out their racist fantasies about an available and Libidinous m e r .  Neither are they simpty 

the proàucts of commercial interesîs, contractual îabur power, and international poiitics. 

They are both; and the particular journey that MacGruder Hom promises is the result of 

over a century of development of brh racializedseXU81ized discourse and global capital. 

in tbis chaptcr, 1 am going to sketch out the emergence of the giobal tounsm 

industry in the second half of the twentieih century. The focus wiil be on two main areas: 

the gmwth of the aitline indusüy and the 'development' of tourism in Third Worfd 

countries in the 1970s. Also, to illustrate the connections between the more mainstream 

toPrist indwtry and the types d tourism that Horn reptesents, 1 will d y z e  p ~ t  

n 



advertising campaigns for two major airlines, Cathay Pacif~c and Tbai Airlines. Through 

these ads, a network of toorism industries seU their products (tour packages, resorts, 

airlines, hotels, àestinatious, etc.) utilizing a discourse that promises Sun, sas& and 

adventure, as weil as sex. As we cm sec in the case of the Ge~ttiemmr's Guide, this 

promise is not only a discursive one. Then needs to be a gendered Labour force mobiiized 

to provide services, expiences, and pleasure to the traveler. Third World countries, 

through Western intervention, have, in varying degrees, corne to depend on tourism as a 

scheme for development. 

In the period following the Second World War to the lm, tourism and air travel grew 

dramaticaiiy. The two moved from ik base in the military to the private sector where, as a 

world trade item, it became one of the biggest after oil (see: Tmong 1990; Cleverdon and 

Edwards 1982). Tourism will have become the largest industry in the world by the fat 

few years of the new miilennium (see Ealoe 1989; Urry 1990, Crick 1996; 

Apostolopoulos et al 1996). Its growth can be attributed to the interests of corporations 

and govements of industrialiaxi countries in creating a market for the absorption of au 

increasing amount of disposable income: 

From the siandpoint of coprate capital ia the industnalized countries, the civil 
aviation indnstry can be seen as the main motor generating the development of 
international toutism. 1t was interest in the pd~tability of capital investment in 



the civil aviation industry which spurrad the dramatic p w t h  of international 
taunsm and its rciated subbranches, and subsequently the provision of local 
leisure services. The possibility of bigh returns on an available supply couid be 
realized in two ways: the promotion of international tourism to absorb the 
disposable income of industcialized counüies, and the creation of iafrastructun 
and services at the destination. This ptocess bas been facilitaiecl by the 
involvement of international organizations which incorporate the economic logic 
of leisure and tourism in the development discourse and its related policy 
practices. (Truong 199& 101) 

With the increa~t in travelers ftom industrialized countries to the Third World, t d s m  

and travel became a major source of trade, especially for those countries who are quite 

small, such as island States, or have limited resources for diversification and expott 

(Crick 1996:22). Thailand, Vietnam, and the Philippines are examples of counûies with 

"varied resources and where tourism holds fmt or second place in foreign exchange 

eatnings" (Tniong 19% 101). 

The development of international tourism, which includes air travel, hm been 

delineated into two major phases by Thanh-Dam Tmong in Sa, Money ancf Morality: 

Prostitution mtd Tourism in Southeast Aria (1990): the formative phase which took place 

after the second Worid War into the late 1960s and early 1970s, and the consolidation 

and enpaasion phase which kgan in the 19709. The defining characteristics of the 

formative phase are the politics of civil aviation and air transport. Airplme manufacturers 

suffmd tremendous settmcks with the post-WWII f d  in demand for their products. 



Th& dependence on war left hem with a surplus of second-hand military airplanes 

which forced them to look to governmental help in relieving this downtum. 

The United States and the Western European powers cespondeci to this dilemma in 

different ways whicb stemmed from their own histones and economic appmhes. 

FoUowing the second world war, the United States was involved with humanitarian aid, 

such as the Berlin aitlift, and the wars in Kom and Indochina. Initiaiiy, swp1us military 

planes were incarporated into these activities. Commercially, the doctrine of 'regulated 

enterprise' aliowed American companies to compte with one anther uadcr regulations 

set out by Amencan govenunent Companies not only faced vigorous competition 

amongst themselves, they also faced competition for international routes from Western 

Eufopean airlines that took advantage of their colonial pasts. 

Western European powers utüized their former colonial ties to "build on existing 

international air mutes with newly independent nations to enhance their political and 

economic influence through various schemes of aid and support to newly set-up airlines" 

(Tniong 1990. lm). The principle of 'participatory enterprise' govemed their economic 

policies as auliaes were wholiy or partly owned by the state. This ensured that routes 

with strategic importance would continue to operate, even at a loss, and be extended, a 

move that posed few problems in the beginniag. In orâer to work these routes, military 

aircraft were converted to chartered services and utilized for tourists. The air routes, 

however, were not the only source of competition, 



New ahraft and technology proved to be of centrai importance in the growth of 

the air travel industry and to maintaining hegemonic position in it (se: Troung 1990, 

Urry 1990). Research and development required a tremendous amount of capital 

invesûnent. The U.S. govemment began in the early 1950s to stem European cornpetition 

tbrough government subsidy prograrns, high demand from the U.S. defense sector, and 

"the design of an air poiicy which encouraged and fmtered the development of civil 

aerooautics and air commerce inside and outside the US" (Truong 19% 103). This policy 

was the joint creatioa of threc departments central to US international policy making, the 

US Office of the Assistant Secntary of Defease (International Security Affaits), the 

Bureau of the Budget and the Agency for International Dcvelopment, and implemented 

wder the rubnc of aid. 

Accoiding to Heymann, who used to work with these three bodies and tater the 

Rand Corporation, the purpose of US aid in the aerospace industry can be cfiaracterized 

by the following: to further the cause of US civil aviation, to promote the export of US 

aviation equipment, to acbieve certain short-rua political effects, and to foster social and 

economic development of aided cowtries (Heymam in Tniong 19Xkla). In addition, 

"Heymann also points out the overriding concem prevailing in the US as regard to civil 

aviation: 

a p a s i v e  desire to furthet the cause of international civil aviation and pgirticularly US 
parîicipation in it; 



an acute awareness of the commercial advantage of having US equipment, aemnautical 
procedures, and the English language acceptcd as the wocld standard., and 

a desire that the leading position of the US industry in the aviation field continues to 
make a positive contribution to the US balance of payments." (ibid.) 

The iuading for the promotion of US civil aviation exports came from such 

financial institutions as the Export-Import Bank. As a result, the sales of US aimait 

exceeded US$1.7 b i o n  in the years 1955-61 and, in some of those years, it was the 

largest single export item (Tmong 1990.10Q). The bulk of the assistance went into 

developing civil aviation in the international sphere rather than the improvernent O€ intra- 

state transport systems. However, the channels of aid were directly related to the iuterests 

of the U.S. intemtionaliy, the "direction of this development [was] by no mcms 

determuied in a social, politicai and economic vacuum" (ibid.). This called for a policy 

where the strategy was flexible both tactically and strategicaily with the result king "the 

use of multilateral aid channels to cover US interests, and ovect intervention in 

international aviation and tourism" (ibid.). The recogaition of a r e c i p d  relationship 

between economic devekpment and air transport was evident by the encouragement and 

suppoa for tourism. 

This intervention has two main advantagcs for the US. F m  a commercial 
perspective, such intervention contributes to the strengthening of the US position 
as a manufacturer and exporter of aircraft and navigation equipmenî. Ftom a 
politid perspective, it helps to consolidate the direction of social and economic 
development in îhe Third World, which bendits US interests under a screen of 
peaceful understanding. (i'ruong 199&104) 



According to Lowenfeld in "A New Takeoff for Intemational Air Transport" (1975), the 

intervention in developing counüies' civil aviation was through various f o m  of 

technical assistance, domination of the technical cornmittees of the International Civil 

Aviation Organization and low interest loans from the Export-import Bank for the 

putchase of US-made ahraft and equipent (Lowenfcld in Tniong 1990: 104). The 

involvement of the Export-Import Bank was key in authorizing loans and encouraging 

other financial institutions to provide support for the American aviation industry. For 

example, "from 1%8 to 1977, the Bank participaieci in approximately US$6.7 biliion or 

66 percent of Boeing's commercial export sales of aircraft and related equipment and 

services" (Tniong 1990: 105). By the lm, with the U.S.'s aviation policy combiig 

with the defense industry and domestic demands, about 85 percent of aimaft were of US 

manufacture. Comparable figures can be cited for related equipment (ground controls, 

navigation equipment, etc.). 

As the industry expanded its growth was accompanied by technological 

innovations in aircraft, such as the introduction and cornmercialization of a new 

generation of commercial planes and inforniaiion systems that wen made possible by the 

advent of microcornputers (vrry 1990:48). In the 1960s, a new generation of aircraft was 

introduced such as the Jumbo Jet, a wide-bodied aircraft capable of carrying much larger 

numbers of passengers than tûe pvious planes. This i n c d  both the load capacity 

and the frequency of traff~c while at the same time decreasing operating costs and 

78 



dmving down fares. However, aftet the Jumbo Jet came out the traff~c increase did not 

match the industry predictions. 

The Intemational Air Transport Association (IATA) amiers needed to fill the 

seais on their airplanes in order to see the retums on their investments. This meaat beiig 

more competitive with non-iATA carriers and charters selling the tour packages which 

were al1 inclusive (air and accommodation at lower prices than IATA carriers were 

selling for transport only). The lATA made a number of moves in response to their 

situation such as developing closer relationships with ûavel agents and tour operators, 

establishing their own charters and moving into the accommodation scctor (Tmong 

1990..107)* 

The second technological innovation that expanded the influence of the airline 

industry was the development of computer tecbnology. The US governent supplied 

massive fuianciai funds to the research and development of microcornputer technology in 

the 14609 and 19709. This bas been particularly evident in the programs for defense and 

space where estimates of expendinires in the miiitary microcircuiîry market grew in the 

years 1974 to the eariy 15Ws fmm USS500 million to about 6 billion (Truong 

lm l m .  The airiines capitaiized on this technology by utilizing it in developing th& 

hoking systems for air reservations, hotel mms and car rentals. Hotels quickly did the 

samo for their reservaîion systems foiiowed by tour operators who integrated their 



"production of tours, assembling travel and accommodahion and p u n d  services, and 

s e h g  the result as a single unit" vruong 19% 108). 

The rise of computer technology in the seventies made way for the second phase 

of the development of international tounsm: consolidation and expansion. Cornputer 

technology tequired companies that could handle substantiai investments. Thus, only 

large companies could afford this type of venture. The resuit was tbat tour opetators 

entemi into horizontal relationships with aiclines, at fmt: 

These electronic links are sometimes complementary to financial links in the 
industry, but often the scope is much wider, as the computer is also an essential 
tool for instant booking and thus crucial in pmviding customers with a total 
ptoduct. This encourages the trend in vertical integration. (Tmong 1990: LOS) 

Vertical integration became an important tool in a highîy competitive market as 

weil as a method of control over different parts of the industry. Companies moved to own 

one or more levels of the tourist ïndustry. Airlines, tour operaton, hotel chaias and car 

rental companies began to operate under one large company (Crick 1-22). This 

pattern of vertical integration works in both ways. For example, in Britain, Thompson 

Holidays owns Brittannia airiine and British Airways owns Martin Roob (Urry 

1990:49). Pariicipation in the tourist indwtry also took place from other branches of the 

service sector such as tel~~~llllllunications, food processing and distribution, real estate, 

shipping and media with varying de- of ownership. The effects of vertical i n t e p h  

has bad the most detrimentai effects on the tourism industry in the Third World. 



In the 1960s. international discussions about Third World development tumed to 

todsm as a scheme for impmving economies t h u g h  diversification. It was promoted as 

an alternative to the dependency that rnany Third World couniries had on primary 

products such as nce or sugar cane, a condition nsulting fmm colonialism (Enloe 

l m 3  1); it was seen as a panacea. 

The Orgauization for Economic Cooperatioo and Development (OECD) spolie of 
the almost l i t less  growth potential in tourism, and both the World Bank and 
United Nations promoted tourist industries in developing countnes[. . .]The leisure 
and travel habits of those in the wealthy couniries were to open the doors to the 
economic advancement of rhose in the poor nations; foreign exchange for the 
developing couuttics could be d i d y  tid, in other words, to the inmsing 
affluence of the developed worfd. Todsm was represented as an easy option for 
development because it relieci targely on aatural resources already in place - e.g. 
sand, Sun, friendly people - and thenfore required no vast capital outlays for 
infrastructure. (Crick l9%:21-2) 

Western leaders promoted tourism as a cultural exchange that would facilitate 

peace on earth. In the 1961 inaugural speech for the United States Travel Service, khn F. 

K e ~ e d y  talks about toutim as part of this movemcnt: 

Travel has become one of the great forces for peace and understanding in our 
tirne. As people move throughout the wodd and leam to know each other, to 
understand each other's customs and to appreci-ate the qualities of individuals of 
each nation. we are building a levtl of intemational understanding which cm 
sharply improve the aîmosphere for w orld peace. (Truong I99k 1 14) 



Under the guise of aid, the international t d m  industry moved deeper into the &airs of 

developing nations with the encouragement of the United Nations, who declared 1%3 as 

'The Year of the Tourist', and the help of the World Bank in the form of investment lems 

for local govemments. This glossing of tourism as non-miIitary peacekeeping and a 

cultural and educational endeavor worked Co obscure the political and economic workings 

of the growing Tourism industrial Complex and the involvement of govements and 

corporations. As Cnck notes, ''[i]ntemtiooal towism is political, since the state must be 

involved in foreign relations, the expendinire of large quantities of capital, and large sale 

planning" (19%:32; see dso Edoe 1989). 

Tourism-as-development did not tum out as the economists and politicians had 

predicted (Crick 1997:22). Of central concem specificdy to the rise of the tourism 

industry but related to larger questions of Third World 'development' is the question: 

who is this development actudy for? 

Many of the facilities that resuited fmm tourism (airports, golf courses, luxury 
hotels and so on) wili be of littie b d i t  to the mass of the indigenous popdacion. 
Likewise much indigenous wealth that is genersbed wili be highly unequally 
distributeci and so most of the population of developing countries wili gain liüie 
benefït. Finalîy, much employrnent generated in tourist related services is 
relatively low-skilied and may weli reproduce the servile character of the previous 
colouiai regime[.. .] (üny 1m64) 

The development phase of local tourisî industries was in fact capital intensive and Thini 

World countries wcre foroed to bomw fmm overseas in order to builci infrastructure 

(Cnck 1996.23). For example, îhe W d d  Baak ditectly supported 24 projects in 18 



devcloping counüiw that amounted to appmximately USS450 million (Tmong 

1990.. 122). 

In Addition, developing countries did not have the industry lcnowledge for 

tourism. Much of the investment has been by transnational companies located in the 

West, many of whom had high levels of vertical integration. For example, in 1978 one 

third of the hotels in developing counüies were owned by 16 hotel chahs (Crick 1-22; 

Unry 1990.64). Foreign ownership and high levels of vertical integratioa resulted in 

widespread repatriation of profits. In varying degrees, the money that tourists brought in 

would end up going right back out of the country. In the island state of Mauritius, the rate 

of repatriation was about WO (Crick 199622); in a country l i e  Thailand the rate 

fîucluated between 23% and 3 15% in the ruid 19ûûs (Tmong 1990: 116); according to the 

United Conference on Trade and Development, the average amount of tourist receipts 

that represent net foreign exchange eamhgs is around 7û% (ibid.). 

With the market dominancc of the package hoiiday or package tour where most of 

the trip is paid for in advance (airfare, accommodation, food aad services) a lot of the 

foreign exchange did not evm make it into the destination country. The outfîow of 

money needed to geaerate forcign cumncy did not stop with repaüiation, "national 

(Crick 19%23). It is in the realm of adverîisiq where 1 thinL we c m  see the discourses 



of raco and sex intersecihg and lioking the type of sex torirism in the Gentiemun's Gui& 

with the d e  d govements and enterprise in the international tourism industry. 

Truung points out the symbiotic relationship between the tourist products and the images 

îhat are used in advertising. Like any other industry, tourism employs advertising to seil 

its products and entice travelers. A tangle of products are offered in a discourse whcm, 

holiday companies attempt to attract hdiday makers not tbrough the overt and 
superficial attributes of holiday destinations portrayai in the brochure 
photographs, but by utilizing the discoutse of advertising to provide the reader 
with a range of cultural tools with which fantasy, meaniag and identity cari be 
creaîed and constnieted flroung 1990: 125) 

In TIle Codes ufAh,errising, Sut Jhally explains the simcauce of advertising in 

consûucting social reality. He argues that the images portrayed in ads are not creatad by 

advertisers out of nothing: "[aJdvertisers draw upon the same surplus of displays that we 

al l  use to make sense of social life" (1W134). Hc cautions us not to view the images we 

sec in ads as either accurate or false depictions of social reality for they are a part of i t  

Iust as gender displays are n d  tme or false npnsentations of real gender 
relations, neither are advertisements hue or false repmentations of reai gender 
relations or of rihiaüsed gender displays-they an hyper-rituaiisotiom that 
emphrisize some aspects of gender displays and de-emphasize others. As sucb, 
advcrtisements are part of the whole context within which we attempt to 
understand and deGne our own gender relations. They are part of the process by 
which we leam about gender. ( M y  lm. 135) 



Advertisements play on a particuldy gendered construction of meanhg and identity. 

They simuitaneously teach and d i n n  how we see the wotld and our place in it. in the 

tourist industry, advertisers for Third World destinations play on a discouse that 

(re)produces racial and sexual stemtypes about the f e d e  Other. Certain aspects of 

hospitality, "such as feoiale submissiveness, caring and numiring as weU es sexuai 

ternptation" (Tmmg 1990: 125). are used to sel1 a cange of tourist products from airlines 

to hotels to travel destinations: Tourism promotion in magazines and newspapen 

promises would-be vacationers more than sun, sea, and sand; they are also offering the 

fourth 's' - sex" (BaiNe 1980: 19). In the process, Orientalist images are perpetuated and 

repduced. 

To illustrate how this is done 1 am going to look at a series of print advertisements 

from Thai Airiines and Cathay Pacific that ran in Time magazine from November 1976 to 

July 197. The first ad (appendix 1) incorporates a simple picturc of three Thai women 

dressed in viuiow outfits, two of which seem like a fraditional styles of dress while the 

middle one is a uniform, under a heaâiiie stating that "The only wide bodies we have in 

service are our DClO's." A headline like this would not be nianing in Time today; the 

blatant reference to female physical attribues is quite strikhg. The copy extends this 

objectification fwrher in characterizhg Thai women as beautifui, sbbodied, smooth as 

dk, "traditionally, slight of stature, gracef" of movement and fricndly of naûue." 



The second ad (appendix 2) focuses less on the physical attributes of Tbai women 

and emphasizes servitity and submissiveness. Ag&, the face of the aufine is a Thai 

woman but the headline reads, "Gentle People." About the same t h e  that this ad ran in 

Tirne, Reader's Digest carried a story, entitled "Munier of a Gentle Land," that desaibed 

the plight of the people of Cambodia as Pol Pot and the Communist Khmer Rouge came 

to power. It was written in a sympathetic mannet and painted a pictwe of Camtmdia and 

its people as a peaceful and tranquii country before the events of 1975. By the mid 197ûs, 

Americans had just finished having their sense of superiority over Asian people shaken 

by the Vietnam war and were in need of assurance that their interactions with the rest of 

Asia would not yield the same result. 

The "Gentle Peoplew ad weds international politics and gender by seiiing Thailand 

and the means of travel through the image of a pair of smiling Thai women. The copy 

assures the reader of docihty: " C a ~ g  for you cames nahirally ta the girls of Thai. The 

gentle art of pmviding service and courtesy is one they lem from childhmd." The 

rhetoric herc is two-fold. The women are made more subrnissive by tbeir infantilization. 

According to the ad they are in fact not adults as they are referred to as '@S.' There is a 

mixed message though, as to the source of their ability to provide service and clire for the 

passengers. Caring is raciaîized and gendend in the sense that it cornes "~tutally." 

However, by the next sentence it is removed h m  being a biological inhennt to an e f k t  

of socialization as they "leam [caringl h m  childh~od.~ 



Cathay Pacific aittines ran a pardel advertising campaign in Time. Similar to 

Thai Aielines, this global Company d s  itself on the image of Asian women. In this 

ad(appcudix 3), inslead of just a face, the advertisers have given each woman a nam. 

Supposedly, if one was to fly with Cathay, thcy would be srnilad at and served by either 

Reiko, Sookie, Helen, Judy, Maude, or Paûicia, However, the pictuies in the ad show the 

employees not dressed in cornpaay d o m ,  but models in various oubits ranging fmm 

ditionai to modem styles. This ad moves out of simply the service side of the flight to 

offer the passenger something more. The copy explains that, for the Western traveler, 

"what an introduction to the Asian experience" these women can be. Al1 of the photos 

pictute the women in a demure and alluring pose. One is holding a flower up to her face, 

another Iookiug through some foliage. The sexud imagery is more overt in another as a 

woman is sitting on a swing. According to Cathay Pacific, their flight attendants are not 

ody the beghhg of the Asian experience, they are the Asian experieuce: "Cathay 

Pacific ig, Asia." 

At first glance, the next ad (appendix 4) seems like the most innocuous of the 

series. The headliae reads, " F ~ g e  benetïtsn under a number of pictutes depicting 

diffetcnt landscapes of Thailaad, some with man-made structures in them, others 

wiihout. None have any people in them. Each of the pictutes has been fdtered through 

quite mmturaI colors, making the scenes more 'exotic.' But what arc the f ~ g e  benefîts? 



The ad seeks to enlighten the audience to parts of Thailand outside of the capital city of 

Bangkok, the fringe benefits that travelers miss out on: 

Like soakiag up the sun in palm-frhged Pattaya. ûr explorhg ancient Ayuttha. 
Or visiting the infimous Bridge on the River Kwai. Then thete's Phuket-famous 
for its succulent sea food. Or the hiiîtribe villages of Chienmai. Corne with Thai. 
We'll help you explore Thailand's fascinating fringes. Beautiful Thai. 

A close reaàiag of the ad's copy and pictures shows that it is an archetypa1 one 

which covers the main attractions that Western üavelers have come to associate with 

Third World destinations, "the aim of tourisrn, as evidenced by the Grand Tour [or 

package tour], is seeing, talking about and leaming about the great sites and sights 

(historie, cultural and environmental)" (Craik 1996:13 1). Magazine tourisrn promotion 

generally focuses on the promise of sun, sea and sand as evidenced by two of the photos 

in this ad's collage. Travelers have aiso come to expect to taste types of foods that they 

wodd not notmally have at home, as in Phuket's "succulent sea food." Then there is the 

popculture derence to the "infamous" bridge on the River Kwai which was built by 

Amencan military personnel at the behest of their Japanese captors in Worid War IT. The 

bridge is certainiy famous, but a rhetorical siight of haad works to express the dubious 

place it holds in American history and popular consciousness and also disassociates the 

Thai fmm complicity with an Axis power. Also, ancient sites and indigenous sights have 

beconte part of a museum-like activity where tour groups are brought in large air- 

conditioned buses to snap photos and purchase souvenirs from the locais. 



Finaily, the bottom of the ad includes one of the slogans of this ad campaigu: 

"&autiful Thai." Beiow the slogan is a p i c m  of two smiüng Tbai women, the sarne 

ones from the "Gentle People" a d  Supposedly, they are the women who are going to aid 

the traveler in exploring "Thailand's fascinating fringes." The word 'fringe' bas a double 

mcaning hem. Oa the one hand, it sets the rest of Thailand apart from Bangkok; 

geographically and discursively, the enth country is the fringe. On the other, it plays on 

the phrase "fnnge benefit" which refers to the little extras chat one gets from a certain 

activity that is not included in the official descriptioa. This is where Baillie's fowth 's* 

(sex) comes in. Perhaps the answer to what is offered as a fringe benefit can be found in 

the final ad. 

The final Thai ad (appendix 5) is a double page sprcad that is dominated by a 

wide picture of an ernpty cabin of one of their WlOs with two flight attendant3 on either 

side of the middle row of scats and, what apppars to be, a pilot in the background. The 

copy rads: 

Thete's a feeling of Thailand in the air. You see it in out exotic coloun of pwple 
and gold on the outside. Rich siks and Thai design on the inside. You see it in our 
beautifd slim-bodied hostesses as they welcome you in traditional Thai manner 
dressed in their traditional Tbai outfits. You experience it in our hospitality. 
Where the drinks are free and nothhg you ask for is tao rnuch. (emphasis mine) 

The last part sounds Like a slogan fot one of the strip bars in Bangkok or Pattaya 

(aithough, the drinks would probab1y not befiee). But it is not. It is for a national aidine 



adveetising, mmt iikely, through an Amcricm fvm, in a major weU respccted American 

news periodicai. 

In the fmt part of tbis chaptet f sketched out a piece of the tourism industrial cornplex. 

The 1- and 1970s saw the rise of the aidine industry aided by technoLogid advances 

in aitccaft d microcomputea as well as economic support from bodies of the US 

governent and multiuational corporations. At the sarne tirne, the OECD, UN and Wotld 

Bank, with encouragement h m  Western nations, promotad iourism as a viable 

alternative for development for Tbitd Worid Counûies. The result bas been increased 

dependency of developiag countries on Western support in the fonn of industry 

knowledge and capid investment. 1 will go further into these resuIts in the concludimg 

chapter. Finally, 1 showed tbat ihe racialized and sexuaiized discourses of the Other that 

Horn employs in The Gen~kmm's Guide are sustained by the corporations ad 

goveniments involved in the wider tourism indusüy. 



6 
Conclusion 

Colonialism was a machine: a machine of war, of bureaucracy and administration, 
and above all, of power: all sorts of engines and machinery[.. .] expressive of 
enormous power put forth, and resistance overcome. But[ ...] it was also a machine 
of fantasy, and of desire - desire that was constituted sociaily, collectively, as the 
mmy analyses of Western cultural representations of colonialism have shown m. 
Colonialism, in short, was not only a machine of war and administration, it was 
also a desiring machine. This desiring machine, with its unlimited appetite for 
territorial expansion, for 'endless growth and self-reproduction', for making 
connections and disjunctions, continuously forced disparate tenitones, histories 
and peoples to be thrust together like foreign bodies in the night. (Young 1995:98) 

Some commentaton have referred to global tourism as a form of neo-colonialism. This 

assumes that the old forms have come to an end, that the machinery has been dismantled 

and its parts either melted down, or salvaged and ce-cycled into other machines. 

Coloniaiization was a form of globalization. Tâe conquering and exploiting machines of 

Europe sought out new regions to simultaneously de-temtorialize and re-temtoridize, 

breaking down systems of knowing and doing through discourse, capitalism and material 

vioIence, and replacing them with new forms of knowledge and mie infuseci with power 

relatiocs and imperial domination. Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guatarri refer to this as the 

'desiring machine' of capitalism. 

capitalism had to detemtorialize societies that were othenvise consüucted, in the 
process of decoding their social niles, and re-temtorialize land and W e  ttie 
social d e s  to fit its own quirements. Only then could it fundion. The desiring 
machine consumeci othemess and regurgitated its products in spaces remade 



around its own assumptions about markets, money, propeQ[ ...] (Harris 1997A85, 
see also: Young 1995: 1-74) 

We are now witnessing another stage of globalization, one that has inherited the 

machines of the pst, coaiinuing to reproduce them while at the same time consûucting 

new ones. 

In tbis thesis 1 have undertaken a preiiminary exploration Uito the relatioaship 

between race and sen, focusing on international tourism and how the colonial mechanies 

of the sexualized Other have been incorporated into the present machine of giobaîization. 

Hom's Genrlemm's Guide bas served as a site to explore the present condition of race 

and sen. What emerged from this exploration is a disturbing pictun of Third World 

women that maintains the racist and sexist stereotypes of the colonial past and seeks to 

continue the colonizer/coionized relationship. 

The type of sex tourism the Guide represents is made possibie by global tourism 

which has becorne one of the largest industries (if commentators have been right, it is 

now the largest) in the world. The growth of global tourism has been charactenzed by 

vertical intemon wbere each part of the tourismindustry is under the control of a single 

corporation from the tmvel agent to the airline to the hotel to the tour operator. 

inmasingly, the Third World has been utilized as a resource for the industry. This 

rnovement has gone hand and band with Western intervention in Third World 

development. The implc~ntation of tourism as a source of ecowmic divetsity in Thitd 



World counüies has rcsuited in the maintenance of Western hegemony the extent and 

quality of development beiig limited to its usefulaess for Western enterprise. People like 

MacGruder Horn have been able to tap into these networks for the pursuit of sexual 

pleasure as well as monetary gain. 

There are many similarities between the infrastructures that enable people like 

Horn to travel abroad and people like Raubert to have done the same. At the time that 

Flaubert was making his way thtough Egypt, the British, using the labow of colonized 

peoples, were busy laying railway ties and wire cables across the globe. The deployment 

of these two technologies was an earlier phase of globalization as we now know it. It 

made possible communication between distant places and enabled overland mass 

mobization on a scale that was unprecedented. This was a major step towards the global 

shrinkage of time and space, b ~ g i n g  people closer together and moving people further, 

faster, however uneven this development was. This was dso an important strategy in 

linking the growing colonial empires, moving amies and enterprise further and strategic 

information faster. 

In the 19709, Western govenunents, led by the United States, were funding 

msearch and development into technologies that increased the mach and capacity of the 

airline industry. wide body commercial planes and microelcctronics, the 

simuitaneous expansion and reduction of vital components of the travel infrastructure 

compeiicd the necessity for new, global markets. This meant the expansion of tourist 

m 



destinations and the development of local services, as weU as the creaiim of markets and 

consumes. At the same the,  Tbird World 'development' became an increasing focus of 

the West and, especialiy, Western enterprise. Third World nations that had beeu 

compelled to rely on single crop exports under colonial or imperhl d e  to generate 

income from foreign cumacy now were being encouraged by Western states and 

international fuiaacial institutions, backed by the United Nations, to hirn to tourism as an 

alternative development strategy. 

That reliance itself was largely the consequence of the deformation created in the 
colonial economy by the many countries now sending towists to the Tbird World. 
Tourists do aot go to these countries because the people are f&endly, they go 
because a holiday there is cheap; and that cheapness is, in part, a matter of the 
poverty of the people, which &rives[ ...] directly from the affluence of those in the 
formerly metropolitan centers of the colonial system[..,]. And with high level of 
disposable income, thai leisure moaey can be spent in the impoverished Third 
World, the source of many of the surpluses that established the affluence, No 
wonder one repnsentational framework for the analysis of international tourism if 
that of ntmcolonial political economy. (Crick 199625) 

The result of the implementation of tourism infrastructures in couniries and between them 

was a continued forced dependency of the Third Wodd on the North and a drtunatic 

increase in leisure üavel from West to East. The Gentlemun's Guide is aimed at some of 

Viewing the Gui& and sen tourism as an extreme example of global tourism or as 

a marginal part of it overlooks the complicity of the mainstream tourîsm publications. 

Far from simply M g  the actions of certain individuals, sex toirrism has becorne 



commoa place in the world tourism industry. provoking conmenEators to contend that 

"(mass) tourisrn is sex tourism" (Hall 1996277). A ttavel guide for Thailand from 

Fromm&, one of the biggest seUing and weU regardad senes, States that, "prostitution 

is. ..as much a p d u c t  of the tourist indusüy as supetb hotels and stunning beaches" 

( h v y  and McCarthy 199425). This pdcular edition hcludes pdtut ion  in a numbor 

of its sections. 

The introduction bas a section entitled "Health, Insurance and Other Concemsw 

which covers "Sex". Sex bctween inivelem aod Thai people is treated as quite n o d  

"[elvery day yuu're in Tbailand, in any part of the country, you wiU see foreigners 

enjoying the Company of Thai women and menn (fievy and McCarthy 199495). 1 am not 

sure if "SexW is one of the "ûther Concemu hete or if it is an extension of the 

information on health since it is sandwiched in between the aforementioned and 

"Insurance." One of the primary concems that Frommerts stresses is the inmashg risks 

reIated to AiDS.  One would think tha& inclusion of sex tourism in such a maüet-of- 

fact manner would d e l y  be for the pwpose of warnhg ûavelers of potential healîh 

problems as the "current concern with sex towism does not reflect a discovery of the 

relationship between gender issues and tourism development, but it is instead often 

regarded as a health concem" (Hall 19%:2Q5). However, a perusal of the index shows 

that under "sex" the reader is dincted to 'sec specificplaces." 



Fromm's treats sex as metcly a normal of traveling to this "exoticn country. 

It ims "becorne a standard stop on the towist itineraryn (ibid.). It does not attempt to give 

any sort of criticai presentation of the sex ûadc except in mentioning that üavelers in 

search of cbild prostitution do sr, in a wfooIhardy belief tbai childcen will be AIDS-free" 

(ibid) and a single obligatory rem& such as "Bangkok's abusive sen üaàe" (Levy and 

McCatthy 1994: 126). Idormation on where to fmd sex workers is given out amongst 

other forms of 'entertainment' on a destination by destination basis. 

Commenting on the production of travel guides in the nineteeaîh century, Said 

writes that, "[elva the most innocuow travel book - and there were literally hundreds 

written after mid-century - conûibuted to the density of public awareness of the Orient" 

(Said 197R192). While the Genthmcul's Guide is by no means hannIess and inoffensive, 

if not outright repulsive, the type of guide that Frommer's represents is. Nevertheless, the 

knowledge that it conveys is related to Horn's text, however gently it does this. Said 

writes further ihat there is a profound amma of sex that permeates Orientalism; we can 

set that it Iingers on in texts such as Frommer's. in the section on Bangkok, a quote h m  

Paui Theroux's The Great Railway Basaat (1975) stands on its own, supposedly 

summing up the essence of the Bangkok experience, "As Calcutta smeiis of death and 

Bombay of money, Bangkok smelts of sex but this sexual aroma is mingied with the 

sbarpcr whiffs of death and money" (Levy and McCarthy 19W: 129). 



Returning to the airline advertisements, we can see when the industry attempts to 

capture the 'essence' of travelling to Asia. Along with s e h g  the ai~lines they are selling 

images of nation and femininity. They have a "desire for flight attendants to represent not 

only the airline Company that employs tbem, but the ferninine essence of their nation" 

(Enloe 1989:33). The underlying message is submissiveness, servility, and sex. 

In the late 1% Cafhay WIC tan an advertising campaign which included an 

ad featuring the m w  of one of their commercial airlin. The extent of its placement is 

unknown, but one observer who traveled the West Coast of North Amecica noted that it 

seemed to be everywhere. In this ad, a Cathay airplane is on the tarmac and the crew is 

leaving it seemingly pleased about putting in a good day of work or just happy to be off. 

The ad is probably lwking to convey the fonner message. The crew is spiit into two 

groups. The pilots make up the front group and the flight attendants the following one. It 

is a simple depiction of the everyday in the airlioe indwtry, people getting off work and 

going home or heading to a hotel for a stop ovw in a foreign city. 

This could be read as just a weH dresseci, happy ctew that are comptent at theu 

jobs, a group of pmfessionals that any traveler would Iike to fly with. On another level, it 

is a picture steeped with cultural codes and socid meaning. This is an advectisement, of 

which the sole purpose is to seU the aiche to potential customers or entice passengers 

into retuming. It pedoms this job by utilizing images tbat are arraaged in a manner that 



can be read by the intended audience and inteqreted through a discourse that is both 

familiar and instructive. 

Whai is sûiking about the set up of this ad are the gendeted and racial divisions of 

the crew. Fmtly, the pilots are d l  male white the flight attendants are al1 female. The 

division of labour is gendered in that the men fd1 the stereotypical masculine role of the 

highly skilled and authoritative workers and the women play the submissive nurturers. In 

the hands of the pilots are the bigh tech instruments of a modem aircraft, the lives of the 

passengers and the fate of the airline. They are the first off the plane witb their bricfasa, 

they are the leaders, they are in çonrrol. The female crew members lave the plane last, 

putses in hand, supposedly after a final clean-up of the cabin. The pleasures and needs of 

the passengen rest in their hands. 

The second important aspect of this ad is the racial division of labour. Simply put, 

all of the pilots are white men and ali of the flight attendants are women of color. Again, 

the labour is segregated into two groups: thinking, doins/caring, nurturing, 

masculinelfeminine, whitelnon-white. One would expect that a Western airline would 

advertise its pilots to be white, but this is an Asian airline. Asian men have aiso 

disappeared from both d e s  as pilots and flight attendants (see appendix 5). This 

advertisemeut is a ment one where the codes of race and sex are deceptively subtle. 

Displaced is the overt racism and sexism illwtrated in the Thai Airline ad in chaptcr four 

that boasted of theu female flight attendants, "The only wide bodies we have in service 

961 



are our M310'sn (appendix 1). Yet, the steteotypes that were simultaaeously constituted 

and repraduced in those ads are mahtained in ones such as Cathay. 

At wotk hem is the articulation between cultuml representation and social 

structure. The images of Third World women are not just simply representations; this is 

not just a question of how they are perceived, as they are also material. The division of 

labour in the tourism industrial complex is highiy sûatified as the needs and pleasures of 

Western travelers are increasingly being seMced by Third Wotld women and men. As 1 

browstd through a ûavel magazine recently 1 came across an image in an advertisement 

which depicted a aurnber of employees of a Caribbean resort posing for the camera 

against the backdrop of palm trees, white sands and a blue sea. I wondered how this 

picture would look half a ceatury ago. WouId the waitcrs, housekeepers and the beach be 

teplaceci by field han&, domestic servants and sugar cane fields? As forms of work, what 

is tbe ciifference? We are witnessing, 

a te-expericnce of the race and labour relations of the past[ ...] a meeting of 
Fanon's 'wretched of the eatth' and the wealthyl.. .]and many of the features of 
the sociotogy of colonial situations are resumcted. b a l s  are denied acms to 
their own beaches, people are given jobs according to racial stemtypes, and 
humble senrice roles predominate. In the passage from the cane fields to hotel 
lobbies the pattern remains basically the same. We have, in short, "leisure 
imperiaüsm", the hedonistic face of a~colonialism. (Crick 1996:îû) 

This process is showing no s i p  of slowing down as tourism becomes the world's largest 

industry and Third World couniries that have aat embmced the tounsm-as-development 

acheme an now doing so. Perhaps the most signifiant example of this is the (re)opening 



of Cuba's doors to tourism in the 1990s signaling a return to Fanon's "brotbel's of 

Europe" (see chapter 4) and Cuba's pre-revolution days. Long the fuial bastion of an& 

mpitalism in the Western hemisphere and the object of a drawn out Amcrican isolationist 

policy, new five star hotels are constructed dong its shorelines as Castro bimself tests out. 

the beds and advertisements for the Cuban beaches adom winter gray bw shelters of 

counûies such as Canada. 

The tourism industrial complex de-temtorializes and re-temtoriaiizes land, 

cultures and peoples. As we see in the case of Cuba, even those that are the most 

stubborn in resistiag playing the part designed for them in the global system cm and up 

letting in the machine of globalization. It may just be a matter of tirne More the 

Gemlern's Guide adds this country to its list of travel destinations. 





If you are famiiiarwith the womcn of niailand. you win a g w  that lhcy are vccy butiful  indeed. Thai women, 
traditianally. slight of stature, graceful of movement and Cnendiy of nature. And fortunarely foc us atm one of& m m  
aufaEtivejobs a yomg M y  cm have in niailand is as a hostess on the country's national aidine. Which aot oaly meaus 
we have the oppocmnity ofsdecting girls who are good looking, we can look for brains as weU The tàct that many of our 
hostesses have a university degree or speak at Ieast three laaguages. proves thiu we tind whar we are Iookiag for. Same 
say it's our beautiful wide-bodied DClOs tharcause so many heads to tum at airpons throughou~ ihe wodd. We chink our 
bcautifiul slim-bodied hostesscs have a lot to do with i t  Thai. Smociùi as s i k  



Caring for you cornes naaimlly to the gi& of Thai. The gentle art of pviding seMœ and 
courtesy is one bey leam fiom childhood But Thai is more than a pretey face- With orchids for 
a c h  lady passenger and connaisseur's cuisine, no o k r  airiine offers Royal Otchid SeMce. 
Beautifui Tbai -The GentIe people 



Fmm every counfry to which we fly in Asia come the people who wilI fly wiih you. So, if you're 
h m  our part o f  the wodd, you'ii Enda fciendly €a= on board And if you7te not what an 
inuoduction CO the Asian expneuce. People. Tbey make an airhe.  



Fringe beaefia A lot of people visitThailand and enjoy Baogkok But ihey miss out on the many of 
our f i g e  benetk. Like soaliag up the sun in palm-kingal Eàaaya. ûrexpIoring aacïent Ayanha. OR 
visiting lig theinfamoas Bndge on the River Kwai Then there's Phuket-Eimoas for its sumilent sra food. 
Or the hillaibc vüiages of Chienmai. Come wich Thai We'ii M p  you explore Thailand's fascinating 
f ~ g e ~ .  kauti f I l  That 



The amosphere sumunding out nrlw wide bodied DClOs is l&e no othcr. IL'S unmistakably Thailand. 
You sec it in ourexm-ccoIours of purpie and gold o thr outside- Rich s i i b  and Thai ou the 
ùisidc. You ser: it in aur beautifal slim-bodied hosoesses as they weicome you in traditionaï Thai 
maniier dressed in their tracüno~ ï b ï  outfits. You rxperknce it in oar hospitality. Where the t b k s  
are frpXt and nothing yoa ask for is too much, You tarte it out food. Mouh w a t e ~ g  dishes of aii 
descriptions. sornc with aniai fïavour. You can 1iceraIly fect it in the the air. Fiy Thai. the lirüne that 
W smooth as n i  And enjoy what 'Ihailand has ta offer no mattcr which country you're headed for. 
ThaL Smooth as si&. 
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